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Abstract
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Comets are the most primordial and least evolved bodies in the Solar System. As such,
they are unique sources of information regarding the early history of the Solar System.
However, little is known about cometary nuclei since they are very difficult to observe due
to the obscuring coma. Indirect methods are therefore often used to extract knowledge
about nucleus parameters such as size, shape, density, material strength, and rotational
properties. For example, tidal and non–tidal splitting of cometary nuclei can provide im-
portant information about nuclear densities and material strengths, but only if the criteria
for mechanical stability are well known. Masses and densities of cometary nuclei can also
be obtained by studying orbital modifications due to non–gravitational forces, but only if
the thermophysics of comets can be modelled accurately.

A detailed investigation is made regarding the mechanical stability of small Solar Sys-
tem bodies. New expressions for the Roche distance are derived, as functions of the size,
shape, density, material strength, rotational period, and spin axis orientation of a body.
The critical rotational period for centrifugal breakup in free space is also considered, and
the resulting formulae are applied to comets for which the size, shape and rotational pe-
riod have been estimated observationally, in order to place constraints on their densities
and material strengths.

A new thermophysical model of cometary nuclei is developed, focusing on two rarely
studied features – layer absorption of solar energy, and parallel modelling of the nucleus
and innermost coma. Sophisticated modelling of radiative transfer processes and the ki-
netics of gas in thermodynamic non–equilibrium form the basis for this work. The new
model is applied to Comet 19P/Borrelly, and its density is estimated by reproducing the
non–gravitational changes of its orbit.
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In omnibus requiem quaesivi,
et nusquam inveni nisi
in angulo cum libro.

Thomas à Kempis (1380–1471)

[Everywhere I have sought for serenity,
but nowhere did I find it, except
in a corner with a book.]



The stars grow in spring
heavy like trembling drops,
soft as living beings
with shimmering white bodies –
swelling like sacred fruits,
drooping down close, close,
far too ripely heavy,
for fragile heavens to carry.

Shivering star beings,
beautifully and vulnerably naked,
longing to loosen and slide,
touch the Earth and awaken,
longing to fulfil their fate,
written in light over the depths,
longing to fight and create,
and taste death and life.

Karin Boye (1900–1941)
from Härdarna
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quis hic locus? Quae regio? Quae mundis plaga?

Lucius Annaeus Seneca Minor (4 BC – 65 AD)
from Hercules Furens

[What world is this? What kingdom?
What shores of what world?]

1.1 What is a comet?

The head and tail that characterise a bright, active comet belong to the most impressive
structures in the Solar System. The head (normally referred to as the coma) reaches a size
of 105 to 106 km, which is comparable to the size of the Sun. The tail often consists of
two components, the narrow and straight plasma tail which is directed almost perfectly
in the anti–solar direction, and the broad and curved dust tail. In exceptional cases, the
cometary tail can be longer than one Astronomical Unit (AU), i.e., the distance between
Earth and the Sun.

The coma and tail material emanates from a solid body called the nucleus. A cometary
nucleus is generally very small (on the order of 1–10 km), and is very difficult to ob-
serve from Earth due to the obscuring coma. Therefore, most information concerning
cometary nuclei comes from coma studies, although photometric cross sections, photo-
metric colours, and in some cases even low–resolution reflectance spectra of nuclei has
been obtained. Two comets, 1P/Halley and 19P/Borrelly, have also been imaged and
studied in situ by spacecraft.

A short summary of comet observations is given here, focusing on the identification
of neutral gaseous species in the coma and the composition of dust, in order to give a
rough idea of what substances that can be found in the nucleus. However, it should be
kept in mind that coma material may differ both in composition and relative abundances
compared to the nucleus, and that many of the species seen in the coma only are photodis-
sociation products, called daughter molecules.
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Spectroscopic investigations of comets began in 1864, when Giovanni Donati detected
three emission features in Comet C/1864 N1 (Tempel), later identified as the Swan bands
of C2 emission. Two years later, Sir William Huggins discovered a continuum of re-
flected solar light in another comet, on which the Swan bands were superimposed. Pho-
tographic recording of spectra began in 1881, and soon led to the discovery of emis-
sion bands in the violet, later identified as cyanogen (CN). At the beginning of the
last century, emission lines from C3, CH, sodium, and iron had also been discovered
(Brandt and Chapman 1981).

These first discoveries showed that comets contain both gaseous species and solid
dust particles, the latter being responsible for the reflected continuum radiation. However,
since the early observers basically were limited to observations in the scotopic passband
(i.e., the human eye), their discoveries were only representative for species with strong
emission in the visual – about 90% of the visual light from a comet is due to C2 emission
and solar light reflected by dust (Newburn 1981). Water (H2O) is in fact the most impor-
tant cometary species, constituting about 80% of the volatiles by number, but cometary
water is very difficult to observe from ground due to atmospheric extinction.

The presence of water was confirmed through observations of its photodissociation
products, i.e., hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), and the hydroxyl radical (OH). Even though
oxygen and hydroxyl emission lines were detected in the mid–20th century, the first
quantitative abundance measurements were made in early 1970 from spectra of Comets
C/1969 T1 (Tago–Sato–Kosaka) and C/1969 Y1 (Bennett), taken by the Orbiting Astro-
nomical Observatory (OAO–2). These spectra showed a strong OH emission feature at
3090 Å, and a substantially weaker [O I] line at 1302 Å, superimposed on the wing to the
strong Lyman–α emission line at 1216 Å, the latter caused by atomic hydrogen. From the
relative strengths of these lines, Code et al. (1972) concluded that H2O was the common
parent to these three species, and that water vapour was produced in huge quantities.

Since the first detection of cometary 18 cm emission due to OH in 1974 (Biraud et al. 1974),
water production rates are routinely obtained from groundbased radio observations (e.g.,
Crovisier et al. 2002). Narrowband photometric observations of the 3090 Å OH line are
also frequently made (e.g., A’Hearn et al. 1995). In recent years, the Lyman–α emission
of many comets has been monitored by the SOHO spacecraft (Mäkinen et al. 2001). Sev-
eral successful attempts has also been made to measure vibrational and rotational bands
directly from the H2O molecule itself, both from groundbased near–infrared observations
(e.g., Weaver et al. 1997), and from space, e.g., with the Odin satellite (Lecacheux et al. 2002).

Apart from water and the simple species mentioned above, cometary comae contain
a variety of molecules, as revealed primarily by observations at infrared and radio wave-
lengths. The compositional complexity of comets was particularly well illustrated during
observations of the bright Comets C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake) and C/1995 O1 (Hale–Bopp)
(e.g., Biver et al. 1997, Despois 1997, Crovisier 1997). For these particular comets, car-
bon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) are the most common species next to
water, with abundances of about 20% and 6%, respectively (relative to water). Methanol
(CH3OH) abundances at a 2% level were found in both objects, and two other species
had >∼ 1% abundances in Hale–Bopp (but somewhat lower in Hyakutake) – hydrogen sul-
phide (H2S) and formaldehyde (H2CO). A number of species had abundances in the 0.1–
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1% range; sulphur monoxide (SO), methane (CH4), ammonia (NH3), acetylene (C2H2),
ethane (C2H6), CSO, carbon disulfide (CS2), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), and sulphur diox-
ide (SO2). The radicals C2, CN, and NH2, which surprisingly dominate the visual emis-
sion of a comet, also had abundances in this range. Several molecules had 0.01–0.1%
abundances, of which formic acid (HCOOH), methylformate (HCOOCH3) and methyl-
cyanide (CH3CN) can be mentioned.

Naturally, there are individual differences between comets. Both Hyakutake and
Hale–Bopp are rather CO–rich comets (Biver et al. 2002), and they may be slightly de-
pleted in methanol (Bockelée-Morvan et al. 1995). Regarding CO, it should be remem-
bered that only half of the amount seen in Hale–Bopp is believed to emanate from the
nucleus, while the rest are daughter molecules (DiSanti et al. 1999) from some unknown
parent, perhaps formaldehyde, which has been suggested to be a carbon monoxide par-
ent in Comet 1P/Halley (Eberhardt 1999). But since an unprecedented number of parent
molecules were observed in Hyakutake and, in particular, Hale–Bopp, their compositions
here serve as a “benchmark” for comet gas abundances, which may have to be refined in
the future. A comparison with abundances of interstellar ices (e.g., towards NGC 7538, an
emission nebula in Cassiopeia) shows a remarkable similarity with cometary abundances
of volatiles (Crovisier 1997).

Groundbased observations of dust are primarily made in the thermal infrared. Specific
emission features were first seen by Maas et al. (1970) in Comet C/1969 YI (Bennett) at
9.7 µm, attributed to Si–O vibrational stretching in amorphous olivine. Similar features
were observed in several comets during the following years. Comet 1P/Halley displayed
a structured feature at 11.2 µm (Bregman et al. 1987, Campins and Ryan 1989), showing
the presence of crystalline olivine. Hale–Bopp had very strong emission features in the
thermal infrared, and in addition to the 9.7 and 11.2 µm bands, amorphous and crystalline
pyroxene were seen at 9.3 µm, and O–Si–O vibrational bending emission from crystalline
olivine was seen at 18 µm (Wooden et al. 1999). Spectral modelling shows that the py-
roxenes in Hale–Bopp are extremely Mg–rich, actually, the totally iron–free end mem-
ber enstatite (MgSiO3) provides the best spectral fit. The olivine component seems to
be richer in iron, and MgFeSiO4 has been suggested (Wooden et al. 1999). It therefore
seems clear that at least one component of cometary dust consists of silicates, and that
amorphous and crystalline minerals coexist.

Dust particles ejected from Comet 1P/Halley were also investigated in situ with im-
pact ionisation mass spectrometers carried by the Vega 1, Vega 2, and Giotto spacecraft.
According to these measurements, the elemental abundances in cometary dust agreed to
within a factor of 2 with CI carbonaceous chondrite abundances (Langevin et al. 1987,
Jessberger et al. 1988), with some noticeable exceptions. The amount of carbon was sub-
stantially higher in 1P/Halley, and also nitrogen and oxygen were enriched, indicating
that this dust is more solar–like (and perhaps more primitive) than CI chondrite material,
with respect to these elements. Among rock–forming elements, a silicon enrichment and
an iron deficiency were noticed.

Regarding the bulk properties of the detected grains, their masses were in the 3 ·
10−19–3 · 10−13 kg range and may have had a core–mantle structure with a high density
(1000 ≤ ρ ≤ 1200 kg m−3) mineral core and a low density (300 ≤ ρ ≤ 1000 kg m−3)
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mantle of organic refractories (Kissel and Krueger 1987). Langevin et al. (1987) argued
for the existence of three grain classes; ∼ 30% pure light element grains called “CHON
particles” (for carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, respectively), ∼ 35% pure mineral
grains, and the rest of the grains being mixtures, containing both CHON and silicate
material. However, Lawler and Brownlee (1992) seriously questioned this conclusion,
and found no evidence for the existence of end members – according to these authors
virtually all dust grains were mixtures of both CHON and mineral material.

Based on ion formation theory and mass–to–charge ratios gathered in cumulative mass
spectra, Kissel and Krueger (1987) investigated the possible molecular composition of the
CHON material. The authors considered the presence of nitriles (R − C ≡ N), adimines
(R − CH = NR′), and possibly their polymerisation products as assured, and considered
the existence of pyrrol (general formula C4H5N), pyrazol or imidazol (general formula
C3H4N2), pyridine (general formula C5H5N) and pyrimidines as very likely. The last
group is of profound biological importance – the DNA building blocks cytosine, thymine
and uracil are all pyrimidines. Alkynes (CnH2n−2), alkenes (CnH2n) and cyclic aromatic
substances (such as benzene) may well be present. However, alcohol, sugars, or amino
acids could not be found.

The conclusion that can be drawn from the brief discussion above is that comets con-
sist of silicates (predominantly as grains of size <∼ 1 µm), complex organics (which to some
extent may encapsulate the silicates), and ices dominated by water, in roughly comparable
amounts by mass (Greenberg 1998).

1.2 How did comets form?

The history of comet formation is not yet known in detail, but the apparent chemical sim-
ilarities between comets and the interstellar medium imply a strong connection between
the two. This relation has been investigated systematically within the framework of the
interstellar dust model of comets, developed by J. Mayo Greenberg and his colleagues
during the last 30 years. This hypothesis makes very specific predictions regarding the
properties of both interstellar dust grains and comets, and has sometimes faced opposi-
tion – in particular for its claim that comets are aggregates of virtually unprocessed and
unmodified interstellar material. However, compelling observational support for the hy-
pothesis (or parts of it) has also been presented, and it is therefore motivated to use this
model as a starting point or basis, when discussing cometary formation.

The basic principles of the interstellar dust model of comets were presented by Greenberg (1982)
and is briefly recapitulated here, focusing on the dust cycle in the interstellar medium. The
dust cycle describes the chemical and structural evolution of interstellar dust grains, and
starts with the ejection of ∼ 0.1 µm silicate grains from the atmospheres of cool evolved
stars. Such grains often give rise to a strong absorption feature at 9.7 µm, seen for exam-
ple in the BNKL complex in Orion. When such grains enter a dense molecular cloud, they
act both as condensation cores for gases, and as catalysts for chemical reactions between
gas molecules. Hence, mantles of ice are building up around the silicate cores at a slow
rate, and the interstellar gas is enriched in certain molecular species.
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The icy mantles, consisting of simple species such as H2O, CO, CO2, and CH3OH,
undergo gradual photoprocessing by ultraviolet photons, which leads to formation of radi-
cals. The photoprocessing time, which is a measure of the period of UV irradiation needed
in order to cause important grain photochemistry is on the order of 200–2 · 104 yr. Due to
the low temperature in dense molecular clouds (10–30 K), the radicals move and vibrate
very little in the lattice and rarely make contact, hence the reaction rate is minimal. How-
ever, grain–grain collisions (the mean collision time being ∼ 105 yr) cause temperature
increments which trigger explosive chain reactions, in which radicals combine to form
an organic refractory residue, which Greenberg called yellow stuff. In some cases, the
grains are totally disintegrated in this process and the organic compounds spread through
space – both as small (<∼ 0.005 µm) carbonaceous particles, polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons (PAHs), and other organic molecular species. In other cases, the residue is forming
mantles around the silicate grains. They are then called core–mantle grains.

Core–mantle grains are exposed to many destructive forces in interstellar space. Grains
which enter diffuse clouds face a much harsher environment than in dense molecular
clouds, e.g., the temperature is higher (>∼ 100 K), and the UV radiation field is a factor
∼ 104 more intense. Icy grain crusts, if any, are eroded off by evaporation and sputtering,
leaving only the silicate cores and refractive organics mantles intact. The yellow stuff
is gradually depleted in H, N, and O, thus transforming into a carbon–rich residue called
brown stuff. Many grains are destroyed, e.g., in supernova shock fronts, but others survive
and may wander back and forth between diffuse and dense molecular clouds, thereby ex-
periencing alternating periods of mantle build–up and severe photochemical processing.

This qualitative description of grain evolution must of course be substantiated by ob-
servations. Greenberg (1982) argued that the presence of 3.4 µm absorption in diffuse
clouds (due to the C–H stretch) supported the idea of solid organics (i.e., grain mantles)
in such environments, while solid water ice absorption at 3.07 µm in dense molecular
clouds indicated ice crust formation on the grains. Another strong argument was that
the destruction frequency of bare silicate grains is 10 times higher than the production
frequency – the presence of silicate grains in interstellar space therefore indicates that
something protects the grains from disintegration – presumably the mantles of organic
refractories (Greenberg and Li 1996).

To further strengthen the hypothesis of interstellar core–mantle grains, Greenberg and Li (1996)
critically assessed the capability of different grain models to reproduce empirical infrared
spectra. Optical parameters for “astronomical silicates” had been designed (Draine and Lee 1984,
Draine 1985) in order to fit the strengths and shapes of the 9.7 and 18 µm absorption
features, and the emissivity in the near– and far–infrared. Greenberg and Li (1996) ap-
plied these optical parameters in an attempt to model the polarisation dependence on the
wavelength (in the 5–25 µm range) of the Becklin–Neugebauer (BN) object in Orion, and
found a poor agreement on the short wavelength side of the 9.7 µm feature, and showed
that the calculated 18 µm peak was a factor 2 too small. The usage of optical parameters
from a pure amorphous olivine (MgFeSiO4) provided better but not satisfactory fits. The
conclusion drawn was that pure silicates could not account for the observed polarisation
spectrum. However, by coating silicate grains with organic material (with optical param-
eters taken from the Murchison meteorite or brown stuff analogues), it was possible to
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explain the empirical data.
Another observational test consisted in reproducing both the interstellar extinction and

polarisation curves (Li and Greenberg 1997). Three grain types were considered simul-
taneously; 1) core–mantle grains consisting of silicate cores surrounded by mantles of
organic refractories (accounting for ∼ 80% of the dust mass); 2) very small carbonaceous
particles (∼ 10% by mass); and PAH–like molecules (∼ 10% by mass). It was found
that the core–mantle grains alone are responsible for the polarisation curve, and that they
cause the visual and infrared extinction. The carbonaceous particles are responsible for
the famous 2200 Å hump, and the PAHs cause the far–ultraviolet extinction.

It therefore seems reasonable that interstellar space contains sub–µm dust grains with
silicate cores, and mantles consisting of complex organic refractories. In dense molecu-
lar clouds and star formation regions (where solid dust particles constitute ∼ 1% of the
mass) the grains acquire crusts of ice, which is mixed up with carbonaceous particles
and PAH species. According to the interstellar dust model of comets, cometary nuclei
consist of porous aggregates of such grains. This would explain the presence of sili-
cates, advanced organics, and ices of interstellar medium composition seen in comets.
Greenberg and Hage (1990) also showed that the strengths of the 3.4 and 9.7 µm bands,
the shape of the 9.7 µm band, the relative amounts of silicates and organics, and the mass
distribution of dust grains seen in Comet 1P/Halley, could all be explained if the coma
grains consisted of small and very porous clusters (“Bird’s nests”) of core–mantle grains.

Questions of fundamental importance in this context are of course: Did the ice–rich
core–mantle grains from the pre–solar molecular cloud survive the formation of the solar
nebula? Did the core–mantle grains participate in the comet formation process under such
conditions that the physical structure and chemical composition of the grains remained in-
tact? During the 4.6 Gyr elapsed since the birth of the Solar System, have comets escaped
substantial global heating, severe geological processing, violent collisions, and other
things that may have effected their properties? The answer to these questions accord-
ing to the interstellar dust model of comets is basically “yes” (Greenberg and Hage 1990,
Greenberg 1998, Li and Greenberg 1998, Greenberg and Li 1999).

The first question has been addressed by, e.g., Lunine et al. (1991), who studied fric-
tional heating of icy core–mantle grains as they pass the accretion shock front during
free–fall from a surrounding interstellar cloud, into the solar nebula. They found that
90% of the grain ices would sublimate within 30 AU from the proto–Sun, and that the
corresponding figure at 100 AU was 10%. However, they also found that recondensa-
tion would be quick and rather complete, with a high probability for amorphous ice and
clathrate hydrate formation. If this is true, then the intimate mixing of volatile species,
carbonaceous particles and macro molecules, both in terms of physical structure and rela-
tive abundances, probably differ substantially between the original interstellar grains, and
the solar nebula grains. Since the zone of cometary formation generally is believed to
stretch from the Jupiter–Saturn area to the outskirts of the Kuiper–Edgeworth belt, most
cometary ices should therefore have experienced at least some degree of processing be-
fore cometary formation. Since the authors noted the difficulty in explaining the ratios of
certain volatiles seen in comets (e.g., CH4/CO) if sublimation and recondensation indeed
occurred, they assumed that the bulk of cometary formation took place beyond ∼ 30 AU.
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The truth is perhaps somewhere in between these two extreme view points (i.e., cometary
material is neither purely pristine or completely processed, but is a mixture).

Regardless if the icy mantles sublimated and recondensed or not, it is reasonable to
assume that the actual comet formation process started with the agglomeration of grains of
some kind, containing substantial amounts of silicates, organics, and ices. The process of
grain agglomeration has been studied in detail in a number of papers (Donn 1963, 1990,
1991, Donn and Duva 1994), which form the basis for the following discussion.

Several studies have shown that the relative velocities of small grains in the primordial
solar nebula were very small, only 0.01–1 m s−1. Since the van der Waals forces are rather
strong, the sticking efficiency for the grains is high, and small clusters readily form. In
early investigations, it was assumed that the grains formed compact units, which grew by
agglomeration up to the point where gravitational instabilities took over. The resulting
planetesimals were compact, high–density objects. However, when the aerodynamical
properties of compact clusters were investigated, it was found that their surface–to–mass
ratio was small enough to decouple the clusters from the gas (i.e., the gas drag decreased
rapidly with cluster size), accelerating them to Keplerian velocities. These velocities are
high enough to make collisions destructive, and cluster growth ceases before the gravita-
tional instabilities become large enough, i.e., macroscopic bodies cannot form.

Later, experiments and numerical simulations (e.g., Blum et al. 2000) have shown that
grain clusters formed by low–velocity agglomeration are not compact, but form highly
porous fractal structures. The number of grains N inside a volume of side L is related
by N ∝ LD, where D is the fractal dimension. For compact material, D = 3, but for
the fractal clusters, D ≈ 1.75. The corresponding high surface–to–mass ratio makes drag
forces efficient, and the relative velocities remain low for a longer time.

In cluster–cluster agglomeration, the number of contact points per cluster increases
with size, which makes the larger aggregates more compact (for three contact points per
cluster, D ≈ 2.1). The aggregates therefore slowly decouple from the gas, and the relative
velocities increase. When the aggregates reach a size of ∼ 1 m, the relative velocities are
∼ 10 m s−1, and modest collisional compaction starts. The temperature increase due to
dissipation of kinetic energy after a collision between such chunks is small (∆T ≈ 1 K),
which means that the ice does not evaporate.

The advanced numerical models that have been used to study the growth of cometes-
imals in the solar nebula (e.g., Weidenschilling 1997) give further information regarding
time scales and size distributions of the solid bodies. According to such calculations,
∼ 1 m sized objects form after about 7 ·104 yr of agglomeration. After another few 104 yr,
cometesimals of 10–100 m size form, and gravitational forces start to become important
(not yet for accretion, but for holding the cometesimals together). When <∼ 1 km–sized
objects have formed, the relative velocities are ∼ 50 m s−1, and the temperature increases
with ∼ 25 K in a collision. When the bodies grow somewhat larger (say, ∼ 10 km) the
relative velocities become high enough (∼ 100 m s−1) to cause a temperature increase of
∆T ∼ 100 K, and ice evaporation becomes substantial. Therefore, there is a growth stop
for ice–rich planetesimals (with little or no ice processing) at this size.

The small icy planetesimals formed in solar nebula models are very similar to the frac-
tal model (Donn 1990, 1991) and primordial rubble pile model (Weissman 1986) of the
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comet nucleus structure. According to these models, comets are not homogeneous com-
pact bodies, but consist of a rather loose collection of cometesimals of size <∼ 100 m. Such
comets are very low–density bodies, characterised by small–scale porosity in the grain
matrix, and large internal void spaces between the constituent building blocks (at this
size, self gravity is too small to cause gravitational compression). The material strength
of the nucleus is negligible in the fractal model (the cometesimals are only in weak con-
tact), but somewhat larger in the primordial rubble pile model (here, the cometesimals
have been welded together by sublimation and freezing of ice during collisions).

The picture that emerges from the formation scenario presented above is therefore
that comets are low–density, fragile bodies, formed by grain agglomeration rather than
gravitational infall. The formation process itself may have proceeded without substantial
evaporation of ice. If the interstellar ices in grain crusts survived the formation of the
solar nebula in the first place, it is therefore likely that they still are to be found in comets.

1.3 Why are comets important?

Comets are interesting in their own right, since they are challenging to observe, difficult
to model chemically and physically, they are complex from a dynamical point of view,
and are reachable by spacecraft. However, good science is more than cataloguing and
understanding individual astronomical objects – the real value of comets comes into view
when they are placed in a larger context, forming pieces in a larger puzzle.

Based on the summaries in the previous sections, it is possible to single out the most
important reasons why comets and cometary science can give vital contributions to astro-
physics, which embodies the most profound questions asked by humanity – who are we,
how did we get here, and to what kind of world have we come?

Although it is uncertain to what extent comets have been processed during the last 5
billion years, they seem to contain the most primordial material left in the Solar System
today. It is very likely that silicates and organic refractories from comets not only re-
semble, but are identical to interstellar dust grains. It is perhaps less likely that cometary
ice is in its pre–solar nebula form, but it can by no means be excluded. A sample–return
mission to a comet would therefore bring back material that perhaps once dwelled in the
interstellar space. The cosmochemical importance of remote or in situ investigations of
comets is therefore substantial – by studying comets we learn about processes in cool
stellar atmospheres, diffuse clouds, and dense molecular clouds. In a galactic context,
comets provide a unique insight into the complicated chemical interaction between old
dying stars, the interstellar medium, and newly formed or evolved planetary systems.

The cosmogonical importance of comets is equally large. Their detailed chemistry
gives clues to the conditions in the parts of the solar nebula where comets were born.
Their large–scale internal structures also conserve a memory of the formation process –
the size distribution of cometesimals, local variations in chemical composition and phys-
ical properties, and even the size, shape, bulk density and general appearance of the nu-
cleus say something about the primordial solar nebula. The understanding of planetary
formation (in particular regarding its earliest stages) is not only important in terms of our
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own Solar System – but also for star formation regions and young planetary systems seen
around us.

The rôle played by comets in an astrobiological sense is perhaps the most interesting
and important of all. Water, for instance, is indispensable for all forms of life on Earth.
But judging from the low water content in meteorites originating from the inner asteroid
belt, it is likely that the planetesimals which formed at ∼ 1 AU from the Sun were very
dry. This suggests that the water on Earth was brought here from larger heliocentric
distances. However, the origin of the oceanic water is a controversial subject, and it
is not known to what extent comets contributed to Earth’s water. Morbidelli et al. (2000)
claimed that the bulk of Earth’s water was carried by a small number of planetary embryos
originating from the outer asteroid belt, where the local deuterium abundance probably
was close to current oceanic values. These authors concluded that at most 10% of the
water present on Earth came from comets that originated from the Uranus–Neptune region
and the Kuiper–Edgeworth belt (based on the presumably high deuterium abundance of
such comets). Owen and Bar-Nun (1995) concluded that the number of comets that must
have been accreted by the terrestrial planets in order to account for their inventory of
noble gases, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, was not large enough to account for all the
water on Earth. Hence, comets probably did not provide the majority of Earth’s water, but
an important fraction of it.

The delivery of organics (and perhaps even prebiotic molecules) to the young Earth by
comets could have been an important trigger of life formation. The investigation of comet
inventories of complex organics has merely begun, and it is premature to draw any seri-
ous conclusion from the small observational record. However, if comets indeed consist
of pristine interstellar material, then laboratory experiments on ultraviolet irradiation of
icy samples (i.e., attempts to reproduce interstellar processes in the laboratory) may give
some indications of what substances that may be found in comets. In a recent experiment
(Muñoz Caro et al. 2002), a 12 K ice mixture containing H2O : CH3OH : NH3 : CO : CO2 =

2 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1, was exposed to ultraviolet radiation. The residue that formed (“yellow
stuff” according to Greenberg’s nomenclature) was investigated with a gas chromatography–
mass spectrometer. No less than 16 amino acids were identified, of which six had L–
configuration (i.e., the type found in proteins of living organisms). It would be extremely
interesting and important to investigate to what extent this is representative for cometary
organics, e.g., in a sample–return mission.

Although comets may be bringers of life, they may also be “Grim Reapers”. In the pa-
leontological record there is evidence for at least five incidents of major mass extinctions
during the last 500 million years (e.g., Knoll and Lipps 1993). These are characterised by
a substantial decrease in the number of species on Earth during a (geologically) short pe-
riod of time, often occurring globally and effecting both land– and sea–living animals and
plants. The worst mass extinction known to date occurred at the end of the Permian, 245
million years ago, when approximately 77–96% of all marine species of that time disap-
peared (Wilson 1992). On land, the fauna was dominated by therapsides (mammal–like
reptiles believed to be ancestors of both dinosaurs and mammals), of which 20 families
(Stanley 1989), or approximately 80% of the whole population, were extinct. However,
insects and plants were effected to a much smaller extent (Wilson 1992).
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The reasons for such global catastrophes are not clear, but they obviously strike the
ecosystems on fundamental levels, e.g., there are abrupt changes in the climate (tem-
perature, precipitation, sunlight), ocean salinity, or atmospheric oxygen levels. Sudden
climate changes could be triggered by impacts of very large comets or asteroids. If the
impact occurs on land, large amounts of dust is thrown into the atmosphere (widespread
wildfires caused by the impact can also send enormous amounts of soot and ashes into
the atmosphere), which obscures the solar light for a long time and causes an “atomic
winter”. If the impact occurs at sea, large amounts of vapour are sent into the atmosphere,
which may lead to an increased greenhouse effect. In both cases, the consequences will
be global (e.g., Condie 1989).

At least one of the mass extinctions, occurring 66 million years ago at the end of the
Cretaceous (when the dinosaurs were extinct), is almost certainly connected to a massive
impact by an asteroid or comet (Alvarez et al. 1980). Since such events eventually will
happen again, it is important to investigate the physical properties of comets and their
dynamics, in order to estimate the collision frequency and evaluate the consequences
for the current ecosystems and the human society, if such an impact should occur (e.g.,
Morrison et al. 1994).

1.4 This thesis

The papers presented in this thesis treat five different topics: tidal splitting and rotational
breakup of cometary nuclei, light scattering and radiative transfer in particulate media,
thermophysical modelling of porous ice/dust mixtures, kinetic modelling of gas in ther-
modynamic non–equilibrium, and modelling of non–gravitational forces.

Papers I and II deal with the mechanical stability of cometary nuclei, and attempts
are made to constrain the conditions under which comets split due to tidal or centrifugal
forces. The rationale for making such investigations is explained in Chapter 2.

Papers III–V form a unit, and can be considered as a systematic attempt to refine
the treatment of solar light absorption and nucleus/coma interactions in thermophysical
models of cometary nuclei. In Chapter 3, the basic properties of “classical” thermophys-
ical models are summarised, and it is explained why improvements are needed regarding
the two topics mentioned above, and how the refined model works (where layer energy
absorption, and parallel modelling of the nucleus and inner coma, both are taken into con-
sideration). Chapter 4 deals with one part of the problem, i.e., how to model the radiation
field in the near–surface region of a porous particulate medium of ice and dust. The sec-
ond part of the problem, i.e., how to model gas in thermodynamic non–equilibrium above
sublimating porous media, is discussed in Chapter 5.

Paper VI is a practical application of the new complex thermophysical model, were
the nucleus density of Comet 19P/Borrelly is estimated by modelling its non–gravitational
forces. Such forces are discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, the individual papers are sum-
marised in detail in Chapter 7.

At first, it may be difficult to identify a main theme in this thesis – in particular this is
true if Papers I and II are compared to Papers III–VI. But hopefully, the reader will agree
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with Polonius, that there is at least some degree of method in the madness. The thesis
starts and ends with attempts to estimate nuclear densities, although the methods to do
this are very different – rotational stability on the one hand, and non–gravitational force
modelling on the other. But in that sense, all six papers are interrelated.
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Chapter 2

Mechanical Stability

A human being is born soft and weak
at her death she is hard and stiff
All living plants are pliable and full of sap
at their death they are weathered and dry

Therefore, the hard and uncompromising belongs to Death
the soft and pliable belongs to Life

Thus shall the annealed weapon splinter
and the unbreakable tree be broken
The hard and strong shall be inferior
the soft and weak shall be superior.

Lao Tzu (500 BC)
from Tao Te Ching

According to the nucleus models mentioned in Chapter 1.2, comets are damageable and
fragile bodies, which hardly can stay intact even if they only are subjected to modest
disruptive forces. Two examples of such forces are the tidal and centrifugal forces, which
are investigated in detail in Papers I and II (see Chapter 7.1 for a summary). Here, a brief
introduction is given, focusing on basic concepts and the reasons for scientific interest in
mechanical stability of comets.

Tidal forces arise in bodies which accelerate in a gravitational field that is heteroge-
neous on scales comparable to the size of the body, and are both disruptive and com-
pressive. The disruptive forces can be illustrated by considering three mass points, lined
up with respect to a massive perturber. The three mass points experience somewhat dif-
ferent gravitational pulls, simply because they have different distances to the perturber.
If the mass points are detached from each other, the innermost point with respect to the
perturber will experience a larger acceleration than the middle point, which is lagging
behind. Similarly, the outermost point cannot keep up with the middle point. If the three
mass points are parts of the same solid body, they are all forced to move according to
the motion of the centre of mass (here identified with the middle point). The larger and
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smaller accelerations of the innermost and outermost mass points, respectively, thereby
act as disruptive forces to an observer bound to the solid body. For Earth, which is placed
in the heterogeneous gravitational field of the Moon, this forces the most elastic parts of
the planet (i.e., the oceans) to rise both in the lunar and anti–lunar directions.

The compressive tidal forces can be understood by considering three aligned mass
points, located in a plane which has a normal that is pointing towards the perturber. In
this case, the accelerating forces acting on the three mass points are equally large, since
the distances to the perturber are virtually identical in all cases. However, the directions of
the acceleration vectors differ slightly, due to the angular separations of the mass points,
as seen from the perturber. If the mass points are parts of a solid body (where the middle
point coincides with the centre of mass of the body), the common motion is identical
to the motion of the middle point. The offset points are forced to follow the trajectory
of the centre of mass, although they are accelerated in slightly different directions by
the perturber. For an observer bound to the solid body, this differential acceleration is
experienced as a compression. For example, the Moon presses the limb of Earth (as seen
from the Moon) towards Earth’s core.

Comets are subjected to such tidal forces if they pass close to a planet, or the Sun. Five
examples of tidally split comets are known (Sekanina 1997, Boehnhardt 2002), of which
D/1993 F2 (Shoemaker–Levy 9) is the most recent and spectacular example. However,
many comets split non–tidally, when they are far from perturbing bodies. Some of these
are completely disrupted, like C/1999 S4 (LINEAR) (e.g., Weaver et al. (IAUC 7476),
Kidger 2002), others only shed chunks of material off their surfaces, like C/1996 B2
(Hyakutake) (Desvoivres et al. 2000). Boehnhardt (2002) lists 31 comets which have dis-
played non–tidal splitting or fragmentation. The reasons for such unexpected breakups
are not known, but rotational splitting due to centrifugal forces is a very attractive expla-
nation, at least in some cases. Studies of the spin state evolution of irregular, active nuclei
show that spin–up due to sublimation–induced torques indeed takes place in some cir-
cumstances (e.g., Gutiérrez et al. 2002). Other possible mechanism are thermal stresses,
internal gas pressures, and impacts (Boehnhardt 2002, and references therein).

Regardless of the splitting mechanism, the split of a comet nucleus provides unique
opportunities to study the interiors of comets. The conditions under which the split oc-
curred (especially for tidal disruption) may yield important information regarding the
density and material strength of the nucleus (e.g., Asphaug and Benz 1996). The breakup
of a nucleus into its building block constituents may provide empirical data on the size
distribution of small cometesimals in the early solar nebula, which potentially can have
important cosmogonical implications. Furthermore, as the nucleus breaks up, ice from
the deep interior is directly exposed to sunlight for the first time since the comet formed,
and it is possible to investigate the degree of chemical heterogeneity of the nucleus, which
also has cosmogonical implications.

In Paper I and II (see Chapter 7.1), analytical expressions for the tidal splitting dis-
tance (often called the Roche distance) for spheroidal bodies are derived, taking the most
important properties of the body (size, shape, density, material strength, rotational period,
and spin axis orientation) into account. Various expressions for the critical rotational
period are also derived for disruption in free space due to centrifugal forces. The calcu-
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lational procedure consists of calculating the gravitational, tidal, centrifugal and material
forces acting on an arbitrarily placed plane inside the body. Then, a maximisation proce-
dure follows, where the plane under the largest stress is identified. The new expressions
for the Roche distance and the critical rotational period can be used to investigate the
splitting mechanisms under various conditions, and can in some cases also be used for
extracting information about the densities and material strengths of observed comets.
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Chapter 3

Thermophysical Modelling

The purpose of thermophysical modelling of cometary nuclei is to calculate the tempera-
ture of the nucleus material as function of depth and time under various illumination con-
ditions, and to calculate related quantities such as the gas production rate (of water vapour
and sometimes additional species, e.g, CO), the dust production rate, and the exchange
of linear momentum between the gas and the nucleus (i.e., the normal force acting on a
surface element due to outgassing). The main applications have aimed at understanding
various aspects of the sublimation process in comets, to estimate nuclear sizes and ac-
tive area fractions (i.e., the degree of dust coverage), and to calculate non–gravitational
forces (which are modifying the cometary orbit around the Sun). In the following, a basic
thermophysical model is described, and two problems associated with most “classical”
models are identified. Solutions to these problems are suggested, and the properties of a
new, refined thermophysical model are outlined.

Consider a cometary nucleus, consisting of a porous, granular mixture of ice and
solid, refractory dust grains. The ice is assumed to consist of pure, crystalline water
ice. A locally plane–parallel geometry is assumed since gradients of the temperature and
sub–surface gas density are very small parallel to the surface (primarily due to the low
conductivity of the material). A lower boundary, situated a few meters below the surface
is introduced for similar reasons (at such depths, the temperature and gas density are
semi–constant on time scales corresponding to a nucleus rotation).

The surface slab is subject to a time–dependent illumination sequence which mimics
the day/night variations seen locally from a rotating nucleus. The material is assumed
to be totally opaque to solar radiation (called a Surface Energy Absorption Model, or
SEAM). This means that, apart from a small fraction of reflected light, all solar radiation
is absorbed by an infinitely thin surface layer.

Under such circumstances, a coupled system of one–dimensional differential equa-
tions for conservation of energy and mass govern the thermophysical properties of the
interior of the surface slab. The energy conservation equation is often referred to as the
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heat transfer equation and is given by

(

(1 − ψ)(ρi fici(T ) + ρd fdcd(T ))
)∂T (x, t)

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(

κ(T )
∂T (x, t)
∂x

)

− cgφg(ρg,T )
∂T (x, t)
∂x

− qm(ρg,T )L(T ).

(3.1)

The mass conservation equation is often called the gas diffusion equation, and is given by

ψ
∂ρg(x, t)

∂t
= −

∂φg(ρg,T )

∂x
+ qm(ρg,T ). (3.2)

In order to interpret these equations, and at the same time summarise the physical
processes taken into account, it is advisable to consider a single volume element at a
depth x below the surface. The heat transfer equation (Eq. (3.1)) then determines how the
temperature T of the the volume element evolves with time t. This is done by considering
changes in the energy content (J m−3 s−1) of the volume element, as seen on the left hand
side (ρi is the compact ice density, ρd is the compact dust density, fi and fd are the volume
fractions of ice and dust in compact material, respectively, ψ is the volume porosity, and
ci(T ) and cd(T ) are the heat capacities of solid ice and dust, respectively).

There are basically two reasons why the energy content of the volume element changes
with time – heat is produced or consumed inside the element, and heat is transported into
or out from the element (i.e., from/to the surrounding material). Local heat consumption
takes place when ice is sublimating (since it takes a lot of energy to evaporate a piece
of ice), while energy is produced when vapour is recondensing (energy is given back to
the solid medium by release of latent heat). The net sublimation rate is given by the
volume mass production rate qm(ρg,T ), which is a sensitive function of the local gas
density and the temperature. It determines the number of molecules that are produced in
the sublimation/recondensation process, and is multiplied by the latent heat L(T ) in order
to yield the energy change in the process (the third term to the right).

Two different mechanisms of heat transport is considered. The most important trans-
port mechanism is solid state conduction, given by the first term to the right (κ(T ) is
the conductivity). Heat is also transported by convection, i.e., gas is flowing through the
pores, capillaries, and void spaces in the porous medium. The amount of gas that is cross-
ing the volume element is given by the mass flux rate φg(ρg,T ), which is a complicated
function of the density and temperature gradients across the element, and cg is the heat
capacity of the gas (the second term to the right in Eq. (3.1)).

The gas diffusion equation describes how the gas density (i.e., the number of water
molecules in the vapour) of the volume element changes with time. This change is seen
to the left in Eq. (3.2), and is due to two reasons. First, molecules flow into and out from
the volume element due to gas diffusion (the first term to the right, where the mass flux
rate φg(ρg,T ) is seen). Second, the number of molecules changes due to net sublimation
(according to the volume mass production rate, i.e., the second term to the right).

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are therefore the mathematical representations of a physical
problem that is complex in practice, but simple from a conceptual point of view – ice is
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sublimating where the gas density is below the local saturation density, vapour is con-
densing where the gas density is above the local saturation density, gas is flowing from
high density regions to low density regions, and heat is conducted from warmer to cooler
areas.

However, in order to solve Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), it is necessary to specify four boundary
conditions (one for the upper and lower boundaries of the slab, per equation). The surface
boundary condition for the heat transfer equation is given by

S �(1 − A) cos ι(t)

r2
h

= εσT 4
s + (1 − ψ) fiρsat(Ts)

√

kBTs

2πmH2O
L(Ts) − κ(Ts)

∂T
∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=xs

. (3.3)

Here, the first term represents the solar energy flux absorbed by the surface (S � is the
solar constant, A is the albedo, ι(t) is the zenith angle, i.e., the angle between the surface
normal and the direction to the Sun, and rh is the heliocentric distance). The absorbed
energy flux is balanced by three sink terms (Eq. (3.3) is therefore known as the energy
balance equation). The first term to the right represents energy lost by thermal reradiation
into space (ε is the emissivity, σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and Ts is the surface
temperature). The second term describes energy consumption by sublimation of surface
ice (ρsat is the local saturation pressure, mH2O is the water molecule mass, and kB is the
Boltzmann constant), assuming free Hertz–Knudsen sublimation of ice into vacuum (see
Chapter 5 for details). The third term describes energy losses due to conduction into
the interior (this is the energy that drives the sub–surface sublimation). The boundary
condition at the lower boundary is given by

∂T
∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=xb

= 0, (3.4)

and is applied at a depth xb, where the diurnal temperature variations are negligible.
The boundary conditions for the gas diffusion equation are often Dirichlet conditions,

i.e., the gas density is specified explicitly at both boundaries. For the lower boundary, the
density can be set to the local saturation value without any problem. However, at the upper
boundary, the density is not solely determined by the nucleus outgassing, but shaped by
complicated molecular interactions in the near–surface coma. The coma is generally not
modelled in parallel with the nucleus, hence an assumption must be made regarding the
surface gas density. The most common assumption is to use one of the extreme values –
either zero density or the saturation density, i.e.,



















ρg|x=0 = 0 or ρsat(Ts)

ρg|x=xb = ρsat(Tb)
, (3.5)

where Tb is the temperature at the bottom of the slab.
The thermophysical model outlined above is here called “classical” since this basic

formalism has been used during the last two decades in different shapes and variants – it
is the framework in which various additional processes and features (e.g., multicomponent
sublimation, dust migration and ejection, crystallisation of amorphous ice, sintering and
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pore widening) have been studied. (Further details, and proper references to the literature,
are found in Papers IV and V).

This basic model fails to account for two physical phenomena which, at least in some
circumstances, can be of large importance.

1. Since the surface material is highly porous, and to a large degree consists of rather
transparent ice, it is expected that solar light will penetrate the surface and be deposited
gradually inside a surface layer.

2. The nucleus and the coma constitute a closely interacting physical system, where both
energy and mass are exchanged between the two regions.

1) The first problem is treated in Papers III and IV. As a first step it is necessary to
investigate in what manner solar radiation interacts with porous ice/dust mixtures. How
does the solar flux at various depths inside the material depend on the wavelength of ra-
diation, and various properties of the medium, e.g , the chemical composition, grain size,
grain morphology, internal grain structure, and porosity? How much energy is absorbed
by the material as function of depth? How deep does the radiation penetrate? Such ques-
tions are addressed in Paper III, which considers light scattering and radiative transfer in
particulate media. A brief introduction to the theories and methods used in Paper III is
given in Chapter 4. The paper itself is summarised in Chapter 7.2.

Once realistic solar flux attenuation profiles have been obtained, it is necessary to
consider the consequences of light penetration for the thermophysical model, in terms
of the resulting temperature and the gas production rate. In the classical model, only
two mechanisms feed a sub–surface volume element with energy – release of latent heat
by recondensation, and transport of heat into the element by conduction and convection.
For media which are not fully opaque there is another mechanism – direct absorption of
energy from the sub–surface radiation field. Paper IV describes such a model (called a
Layer Energy Absorption Model, or LEAM) in detail and compare it to a SEAM (Paper
IV is summarised in Chapter 7.3). The major technical difference between a LEAM and
a SEAM, is that the solar insolation term in Eq. (3.3) is removed, and that Eq. (3.1) is
complemented by an energy source term due to radiation.

2) The nucleus/coma interaction mechanisms can be understood qualitatively by con-
sidering intermolecular collisions in the inner coma. Molecules are rushing out from the
solid icy parts of the surface and from the pore openings to the interior, and immediately
start to collide with each other. These molecules have a non–Maxwellian velocity dis-
tribution, but due to intermolecular collisions the distribution function of the molecules
transforms into a drifting Maxwellian distribution. This region of thermodynamic non–
equilibrium next to the nucleus is called the Knudsen layer. The intermolecular collisions
also redirect a substantial fraction of the molecules back towards the surface (the so–called
backflux). Here, they may recondense or scatter from the surface.

The energy balance equation (Eq. (3.3)) is effected in two ways by the returning
molecules – the recondensing molecules reduce the net sublimation rate and thereby heat
the surface (i.e., the second term on the right hand side is reduced), while the (diffusely)
scattered molecules generally cool the surface (coma molecules are kinetically cooler than
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the nucleus since peculiar velocities systematically are transformed into drift velocity in
the Knudsen layer, hence the scattered molecules gain energy by thermalisation). The gas
density of the coma next to the cometary surface, which is the boundary condition of the
gas diffusion equation, is therefore determined by both newly ejected nucleus molecules
and returning coma molecules.

This physically complex and dynamic environment is modelled in Paper V (sum-
marised in Chapter 7.4). The basic idea of that paper is to calculate various physical
quantities at the nucleus/coma interface as functions of the nucleus surface temperature
and the sub–surface temperature profile. Thereby, interpolation tables for these quantities
are obtained, which can be used in thermophysical models. The quantities in question
are the surface gas density, the fraction of recondensing molecules, and the cooling en-
ergy flux due to diffusely scattered coma molecules, i.e., the “missing” quantities in the
boundary conditions to the classical thermophysical model. In addition, the pressure on
the cometary surface (in the sense of normal force per unit area) is calculated, which
can be used to model torques and non–gravitational forces. Some fundamental gas kinet-
ics, and the method used in the Knudsen layer modelling in Paper V, are summarised in
Chapter 5.

By using the interpolation tables it is possible to model the nucleus and the inner
non–equilibrium coma in parallel without noticeable losses in CPU time (compared to a
model where the coma is neglected). Often, Eqs. (3.1)–(3.5), or their LEAM counterparts,
are solved by guessing the initial temperature and gas density profiles, and then slowly
step forward in time, while T (x, t) and ρg(x, t) gradually converge towards the solutions
that satisfy the governing equations. Normally, steady–state solutions are obtained after
a few nucleus rotations. If the surface temperature and sub–surface temperature profile
constantly are monitored, and the boundary conditions are adjusted accordingly by using
the interpolation tables, the code in fact converges towards the solutions T (x, t) and ρg(x, t)
where the nucleus and the coma are physically consistent with each other, and with the
illumination conditions.

The new thermophysical model also contains some other improvements in addition
to the layer energy absorption and the parallel nucleus/coma treatment. For example,
temperature–dependent sublimation and condensation coefficients are used, and the gas
production rate is calculated as a sum of surface and sub–surface contributions, where the
latter is calculated in agreement with Monte Carlo simulations of gas diffusion in porous
media. Another advantage of the model is that the momentum exchange between the gas
and the surface is obtained in a physically consistent manner.
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Chapter 4

Light Scattering and Radiative Transfer

Well... it’s not completely dark inside an igloo!

Wojciech J. Markiewicz

As mentioned in Chapter 3, an important feature of the new thermophysical model is that
layer absorption of solar energy is taken into account. However, in order to obtain at least
some degree of realism, it is important to calculate the solar flux attenuation profiles in-
side the medium as accurately as possible. This is a nontrivial task, since the considered
media are porous, granular on sizes comparable to the wavelength, and are multicompo-
nent intimate mixtures (e.g., containing silicates, organic refractories, and different types
of ice). A serious attempt to model the radiation field inside such media still seemed
worthwhile since much additional information could be extracted with little extra effort,
e.g., concerning synthetic reflectance spectra, photometric colours, and various kinds of
albedos. Theoretical knowledge regarding the reflectance properties of such media may
prove to be valuable, once high resolution reflectance spectra of comets have been deliv-
ered by spacecraft. In this Chapter, a brief introduction to the methods used in Paper III
(see Chapter 7.2) is given.

In order to calculate various astronomical observables (e.g., reflectance spectra, pho-
tometric colours, and albedos) and sub–surface optical quantities such as flux attenuation
profiles, it is necessary to calculate the light intensity, as function of illumination geom-
etry, viewing geometry, optical depth, and wavelength. The governing equation for the
diffuse radiation field in a particulate medium is given by

− cos ε
∂I(d)

λ
(Ω0,Ω, τ)

∂τ
= −I(d)

λ
(Ω0,Ω, τ) +

Wλ

4π

∫

4π
I(d)
λ

(Ω0,Ω
′, τ)Pλ(Ω′,Ω) dΩ′

+Jλ
Wλ

4π
Pλ(Ω0,Ω)e−τ/ cos ι.

(4.1)

Here, I(d)
λ

(Ω0,Ω, τ) is the diffuse component of the intensity at wavelength λ, seen at an
optical depth τ by a detector which subtends a solid angle Ω (ε is the emission angle
between Ω and the surface normal), and Ω0 is the solid angle subtended by the source
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of radiation, i.e., the Sun (ι is the incidence angle between Ω0 and the surface normal).
Jλ is the collimated solar irradiation, Wλ is the volume single–scattering albedo, and
Pλ(Ω0,Ω) = Pλ(g) is the volume phase function (g is the phase angle between Ω0 and Ω).

If a beam of radiation interacts with a small volume element of the material, some
fraction of the radiation is scattered, and some is absorbed. The sum of scattered and ab-
sorbed radiation is the extinct fraction, while the rest is unaffected by the interaction. The
volume single–scattering albedo is the ratio between the scattered and the extinct frac-
tions of radiation, and thus measures the relative balance between scattered and absorbed
radiation. The volume phase function defines the angular distribution of the scattered ra-
diation. If the volume single–scattering albedo and volume phase function of a medium
can be specified, the solution of Eq. (4.1) is “only” a technical problem – all physical
information is contained inWλ and Pλ(g). The main difficulty is therefore to define these
quantities in a proper manner, or equivalently, to specify the volume extinction coefficient
Eλ, the volume scattering coefficient S λ and the volume angular scattering coefficient Gλ,
sinceWλ = S λ/Eλ and Pλ = Gλ/S λ.

The first step is to find a relation between the bulk parameters of the medium (i.e.,
Eλ, S λ, and Gλ) and the corresponding quantities for the individual particles that make
up the medium – the extinction efficiency QE(λ), the scattering efficiency QS(λ), and the
single–particle phase function pλ(g). For a medium consisting of equal–sized, identical
particles, Hapke (1986, 1993) derived the following expressions,



































































Eλ = −
3 lnψ
4amean

QE(λ)

S λ = −
3 lnψ
4amean

QS(λ)

Gλ = −
3 lnψ
4amean

QS(λ)pλ(g),

(4.2)

where amean is the particle mean radius, and ψ is the porosity of the medium.
Many different methods are available for calculating QE(λ), QS(λ), and pλ(g) for indi-

vidual and isolated grains. In Paper III, three such methods were used, depending on the
properties of the grains.

1. For spherical grains with core–mantle structure: Multilayer Mie theory.

2. For compact clusters of core–mantle grains: The discrete dipole approximation (DDA).

3. For large irregular particles with internal scatterers: Hapke theory (modified geometric
optics).

Mie theory consists of an analytical solution to the Maxwell equations (e.g., Bohren and Huffman 1983)
for spherical particles with a homogeneous or layered structure. Therefore, QE(λ) and
QS(λ) can be calculated very accurately once the sizes of the concentric layers and their
individual complex refractive indices (m(λ) = n(λ) + ik(λ)) have been specified. The
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phase function can be calculated directly, or alternatively , in terms of the cosine asym-
metry factor ξλ, which can be inserted in commonly used phase functions such as the
Henyey–Greenstein phase function,

p(HG)
λ

(g) =
1 − ξ2

λ
(

1 + 2ξλ cos g + ξ2
λ

)3/2
. (4.3)

The DDA (e.g., Purcell and Pennypacker 1973, Draine and Flatau 1994) is used in or-
der to model grains with a complicated inner structure and morphology, e.g., internal
variations in composition, micro–porosity, and arbitrary grain shapes. The grain is here
represented by a large (104–105) number of pointlike dipoles, where each dipole interacts
with the incoming plane electromagnetic wave, and the dipole fields generated by the
other dipoles. If the number of dipoles is sufficiently high (compared to the grain size and
values of the considered refractive indices), the DDA is very accurate. The prize for this
is that the DDA is very demanding in terms of RAM and CPU requirements.

The Hapke theory (e.g., Hapke 1981, Hapke 1993, McGuire and Hapke 1995) for light
scattering by irregular particles with internal impurities is based on geometric optics. A
fraction of the incoming radiation (Hex) is scattered directly by the external grain sur-
face, and the transmitted fraction is subject to gradual internal absorption and scattering,
described by the internal transmission factor Θ. Radiation which scatter from the inter-
nal grain surface reenter the grain, but a fraction Hin is transmitted and is added to the
externally scattered radiation,

Q(irr)
S (λ) = Hex + (1 − Hex)

1 − Hin

1 − HinΘ
Θ. (4.4)

Both Hex and Hin are functions of the refractive index m(λ) of the surface material, while
Θ is a complicated function of the absorption efficiency of the matrix material, the ab-
sorption and scattering efficiencies of the impurities, and the grain size. The extinction
efficiency is simply equal to the geometric cross section of the grains (diffracted light is
inseparable from collimated radiation in particulate media, since the grains are in physical
contact), and suitable phase functions can be constructed from various relevant assump-
tions regarding the properties of reflected and transmitted radiation.
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Chapter 5

Gas in Thermodynamic
Non–Equilibrium

Comets are sublimating bodies, placed in a very extreme environment (i.e., the vacuum of
interplanetary space). Sublimation physics and gas kinetic theory is therefore of immense
importance in theoretical work on comets. Only by studying these fields of physics in
detail, and by rigorously applying the principles and methods developed specifically for
the considered physical conditions, is it possible to answer some of the most fundamental
questions in thermophysical modelling of comets: What is the sublimation rate of ice
(pure and solid, or, porous and mixed with dust) in near–vacuum conditions? What are
the properties of the Knudsen layer (e.g., in terms of the backflux and gas density at the
nucleus/coma interface)? How much linear momentum is transfered from the gas to the
nucleus, taking Knudsen layer processes into account? Here, some basic concepts and
relations are reviewed, and the methods used in Paper V (see Chapter 7.4) are described.

One of the “paradigms” of cometary science is that the sublimation rate (measured in
kg m−2 s−1) of pure and solid water ice is given by the Hertz–Knudsen formula,

ZHK(T ) = psat(T )

√

mH2O

2πkBT
, (5.1)

where psat(T ) is the saturation pressure at the temperature T , mH2O is the water molecule
mass, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. For instance, ZHK is seen in the second term
on the right hand side of Eq. (3.3) (the saturation pressure is there replaced by the sat-
uration density via the ideal gas law). Regarding paradigms, it is healthy to sometimes
reconsider the conditions under which they were deduced, in order to know their limita-
tions, to discover possible model inconsistencies, and perhaps motivate efforts to revise
old assumptions.

Therefore, it is instructive to consider a volume filled with non–drifting equilibrium
gas. The distribution function of the molecules is then identical to the Maxwellian distri-
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bution function,

fM =



































β3

π3/2
exp(−β2(u2 + v2 + w2))

β3

π3/2
V2 exp(−β2V2) sin θ,

(5.2)

first given in a Cartesian coordinate system (where u, v, and w are the velocity components
along the three principal axes {x, y, z}), then given in a spherical coordinate system (where
V =

√
u2 + v2 + w2 is the speed, and θ is the angle measured from the x–axis in the

Cartesian system). In both systems, β =
√

mH2O/2kBT . Next, a hypothetical control
surface is introduced in the volume (with a surface normal parallel to the x–axis), and the
mass flux across the surface (in one direction) is calculated. This is done by considering
the following integral of the Maxwellian distribution function,

ρsat

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

0
u fM du dv dw =

1
4
ρsat〈V〉 = ZHK, (5.3)

where 〈V〉 =
√

8kBT/πmH2O is the mean thermal velocity, and the last step in Eq. (5.3) is
obtained by using the ideal gas law. The Hertz–Knudsen formula is therefore obtained by
considering the mass flux (in one direction) over a plane surface placed in a Maxwellian
gas.

When calculating other quantities of interest, the same approach should be used for
consistency reasons. For example, the normal force per unit area (equivalent to the “pres-
sure”, which should not be mixed up with “scalar pressure”) associated with the Hertz–
Knudsen sublimation rate must be calculated as the momentum flux across the hypo-
thetical control surface. This is done by considering the following integration of the
Maxwellian distribution function,

ρsat

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

0
u2 fM du dv dw =

ρsatkBT
2mH2O

=
π

4
ZHK〈V〉. (5.4)

It should be remembered that the normal force often is written as ηZHK〈V〉 in the cometary
literature, where the momentum transfer coefficient η often is treated as a free parameter.
So, if the Hertz–Knudsen sublimation rate is assumed to hold, physical consistency re-
quires η = π/4. It is also clear that this normal force per unit area is identical to a pressure
of p = psat/2 and that the corresponding gas density is ρ = ρsat/2 (the halved saturation
values appear since molecules with negative u components are not considered).

It is also important to consider the kinetic properties of the subset of molecules which
pass the control surface during a short period of time, dt. First, consider molecules that
move directly towards the surface. All such molecules within a volume Vdt × 1 m2 are
passing the surface during dt. Hence, slow molecules are collected from a smaller volume
than fast molecules, thus the latter are overrepresented in the sample of molecules which
pass the surface during dt (compared to their general number density in the surrounding
gas). For molecular trajectories which make an angle θ with the surface normal, the veloc-
ity component straight towards the surface is V cos θ. Therefore, the distribution function
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for molecules passing the surface is not given by fM but is proportional to V cos θ fM. This
is called the Maxwell transmission distribution function (MTDF),

fMTDF =
2β4

π
V3 exp(−β2V2) sin θ cos θ. (5.5)

It is very interesting to compare the MTDF (which holds for gas crossing a surface) with
the Maxwellian distribution (which holds for the same gas, but is a volume property). The
latter distribution is isotropic, i.e., all equally large solid angles contain the same number
of molecules, and equal–sized angular bins ∆θ centred on θ contain a number density of
molecules that varies as sin θ. This is because ∆θ subtends a much smaller solid angle if θ
is small, than if θ is large. The MTDF has a non–isotropic angular distribution (sin θ cos θ),
such that the number density of molecules within equal–sized solid angles varies as cos θ.
It means that a much larger number of molecules (per time unit) are crossing the control
surface at an angle of θ = 45◦ than at other angles, which may be confusing at first, since
the gas itself is Maxwellian and isotropic.

To summarise, if the Hertz–Knudsen sublimation rate is assumed to hold for a flat
surface of solid ice, physical consistency requires that the force acting on the surface
due to outgassing is πZHK〈V〉/4, and that the pressure and density of the gas on top of
the ice are equal to half of their saturation values in an equilibrium gas (evaluated for
the ice temperature). Furthermore, it is required that the surface emits molecules non–
isotropically, according to the MTDF (with its sin θ cos θ angular distribution), and as
a consequence, the distribution function in a volume above the ice is semi–Maxwellian
(i.e., a Maxwellian with all molecules with u < 0 removed). The interesting question is of
course whether or not these theoretical results are relevant for a real surface of solid and
pure ice. Why should a solid flat surface of ice behave exactly as a hypothetical control
surface in a volume of Maxwellian gas?

The first test is to check the validity of the mass flux rate predicted by the Hertz–
Knudsen formula, by comparing with laboratory measurements. If this empirical rate is
denoted by Z, then

Z = asZHK, (5.6)

where as is the sublimation coefficient (i.e., in most cases as = 1 is assumed). Laboratory
work collected by Kossacki et al. (1999) shows that as is a strong function of temperature.
It is close to unity when T <∼ 190 K, but as the temperature increases, as decreases rapidly
and levels out at as ≈ 0.15 for T >∼ 220 K. It means that the Hertz–Knudsen formula
performs very poorly exactly for the temperature interval where it is most often applied
– the gas production rate used in many cometary applications may be overestimated by
nearly an order of magnitude.

Furthermore, it is difficult to envision a process that forces sublimating molecules to
leave the surface with a sin θ cos θ distribution. The most realistic assumption is proba-
bly that no direction in the upper hemisphere is preferable, i.e., the molecules sublimate
isotropically from each point on the surface, which produces the sin θ distribution at the
surface. This means that the distribution in the volume above the ice is not isotropic (since
a thin near–surface slab at any given moment is overrepresented by high–θ molecules
compared to an isotropic distribution, simply because they need more time to escape
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from the slab than low–θ molecules). Therefore, the volumetric distribution is not semi–
Maxwellian in this case. The consequences for the resulting normal force and gas den-
sity are non–trivial due to the uncertainties regarding Z and the angular distribution of
emission, furthermore, it is not carved in stone that the speed distribution is given by
V3 exp(−β2V2) for real ices.

The problem becomes even more complicated for comets, since their surfaces prob-
ably consist of very porous ice, which is mixed intimately with a substantial fraction of
dust grains. Such media are not well represented by a specific temperature – a glance
at Fig. 7.4 shows that the temperature may vary significantly in a region close to the
surface, and that the exuding molecules most likely originate from different depths and
have different kinetic properties. Furthermore, the attempt to characterise the sublimation
properties by using the control surface in a Maxwellian gas is a gross simplification in
another aspect – the molecules generally do not recede from the surface undisturbed but
collide with each other, which causes the backflux of gas mentioned in Chapter 3. Hence,
in order to obtain the net sublimation rate, and to calculate all other relevant quantities
at the sublimating surface (primarily the gas density, the pressure in the sense of normal
force per unit area, and the energetic effects of molecular scattering), the Knudsen layer
must be modelled as well. The Knudsen layer itself is difficult to model, since the gas is
not in thermodynamic equilibrium (i.e., the distribution function is not Maxwellian).

The method used in Paper V to overcome these difficulties consists of two parts. First,
a sublimating porous ice/dust mixture is modelled in order to obtain the transmission
distribution function (TDF) for emerging molecules, which may be different from the
MTDF. Second, the TDF is used as a source function in a model of the Knudsen layer
where intermolecular collisions are taken into account, and all the quantities needed for
the thermophysical model (gas density, pressure, recondensing backflux, and cooling due
to molecular scattering) are calculated.

The first model assumes Knudsen flow, i.e., each individual sub–surface gas molecule
only experiences collisions with the solid medium, and not with other molecules. This
assumption is motivated by comparing the mean free path for molecule/medium interac-
tions to the mean free path for molecule/molecule interactions. In cometary applications,
the latter is generally much larger than the former, hence intermolecular collisions inside
the medium have a very small effect on the resulting TDF. The sublimation and migration
processes are studied with a Monte Carlo technique, where a large number of test particles
are used to simulate the fates of the gas molecules, from sublimation to condensation or
escape from the medium. The various steps in this process is summarised by the following
algorithm.

1. A Monte Carlo test particle is injected at a certain depth below the surface, according
to a sublimation probability function, evaluated for a specific temperature profile in the
medium. This probability function assures that more test particles are produced in warm
areas than in cold ones, and is based on the Hertz–Knudsen formula, but is corrected for
the sublimation coefficient as(T ), porosity, and presence of dust.

2. The test particle is assigned a speed V according to the local MTDF speed distribution.

3. A direction of propagation is assigned isotropically (since any given icy surface facet
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inside the medium is randomly oriented with respect to the others).

4. The test particle travels a certain distance, determined by a distribution of free paths,
after which it interacts with the solid medium. The distribution of free paths has been
pre–calculated by letting test particles bounce back and forth in a medium consisting of
stochastically distributed non–merging spheres, while the resulting free paths are sam-
pled.

5. The interaction between test particles and the medium can be one of three kinds – con-
densation according to a temperature–dependent condensation coefficient ac, or scattering
which may be either specular or diffuse.

6. In case recondensation occur, the test particle is “lost” (back to step 1). If specular
reflection occur, then back to step 3. If the scattering is diffuse, then back to step 2.

7. For each test particle escaping though the upper boundary, the speed V and exit angle
θ are sampled (thereby defining the TDF).

Once the molecules have escaped from the medium, nothing is preventing the molecules
from colliding with each other. Therefore, the Knudsen layer modelling has been made
with the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method developed by Bird (1994). This
technique is used in order to study rarefied or modestly dense gases, and is particularly
well suited for investigations of non–equilibrium gases and their interaction with solid
objects or boundary surfaces, when hydrodynamical formulations such as the Euler or
Navier–Stokes equations do not apply.

In the DSMC method, a large number of test particles are considered simultaneously.
The individual trajectories of the test particles are calculated, by alternately consider trans-
lational and collisional phases. Collision probabilities for test particle pairs are calculated
according to the Variable Hard Sphere (VHS) model. Here, the collisional cross section
is a function of the relative velocity for collision pairs, in such a way that the macro-
scopic viscosity of the “particle gas” as function of temperature, is similar to the real
gas that is simulated (in this case, water vapour). Furthermore, collisions are treated
as inelastic, by considering redistribution between kinetic energy and rotational energy
in each collision (water molecules are assumed to spin around all three principal axes).
The detailed energy balance between translation and rotation is treated according to the
Larsen–Borgnakke model. Here, disturbances to the equilibrium decay at a finite rate,
and for thermodynamic equilibrium it is assumed that full equipartition holds (the kinetic
energy equals the internal energy), and that all four degrees of freedom are described by
Maxwellian distributions.

The calculation of macroscopic properties of the gas (e.g., density, momentum and
energy fluxes, temperature, and stress) is made by applying the gas kinetic definitions of
these quantities, for the specific test particles that occupy a given grid cell (the cells are
used to resolve different regions of the calculational volume in terms of such macroscopic
properties). Since the statistical fluctuations of these quantities are high (due to the rel-
atively few particles per cell compared to a real gas), different methods of sampling are
used (depending on the degree of dynamics and time evolution of the flow characteristics)
to obtain low–noise data.
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In the DSMC calculations made for Paper V, the calculational volume was fed with
test particles from a lower surface, using the pre–calculated TDFs. The lower surface also
acted as a condensation plate for returning molecules (using the temperature–dependent
condensation coefficient ac(T )), and as a scattering plate. Molecular scattering from the
surface is either diffuse (90% by number) or specular (10%). In particular, the following
macroscopic quantities were studied.

1. The surface gas density, taking both outgoing (sublimated and scattered) and returning
molecules into account.

2. The pressure (i.e., the normal force), by considering recoil contribution from subli-
mating molecules, impact contribution from recondensing molecules, and impact/recoil
contributions from scattered molecules. Note that each individual test particle has a direc-
tion of motion and speed which are in agreement with the outgassing conditions and the
distribution function modifications in the Knudsen layer due to molecular collisions. The
shear force is also calculated, but since the outgassing is symmetric around the surface
normal, and since the calculations are prolonged until the statistical uncertainties in the
macroscopic quantities are low, the shear force becomes equal to zero.

3. The number of recondensing test particles relative to the number of particles injected
into the calculational volume (per time unit). Note that this recondensing backflux is lower
than the total backflux since a large fraction of the particles just scatter off the surface.

4. The cooling by diffuse scattering (the difference in total energy before and after the
collision with the surface is sampled, in order to obtain the net energy change of the
surface per time unit). Generally, a particle leaves the surface with a higher kinetic energy
than before, due to thermalisation (the backflux is kinetically cooler than the outflow).

These calculations are made for discrete combinations of the surface temperature and
the sub–surface temperature profile (assumed to be linear, and taking both positive and
negative values). The interpolation tables that are pre–calculated in this way form the
basis for the parallel nucleus/coma calculations described in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 6

Non–Gravitational Forces

For most bodies in the Solar System, it is a routine problem to calculate their orbital move-
ments in detail, by only taking the gravitational force of the Sun and the perturbations by
the major planets into account. However, purely gravitational orbits often do not apply
to comets. Comet 1P/Halley, for instance, reaches its perihelion 4 days too late at each
apparition – a delay that cannot be explained by only considering the gravitational forces
from the Sun and the planets. Comets are therefore often subjects to non–gravitational
forces, which modify the orbital motion. The origin of such forces is intimately con-
nected to the fact that comets are sublimating bodies – the momentum carried away by
outflowing gas must be balanced by a corresponding change in momentum of the nucleus
itself, in order to assure momentum conservation within the nucleus/coma system (other
types of non–gravitational forces, such as the solar radiation pressure which is important
for dust dynamics, and the Yarkovsky effect which is of importance for long–term orbit
integrations, are not considered here). Hence, comets act as rockets and move with some
degree of “independence” through the interplanetary space.

In order to calculate accurate ephemerides for comets, gravitational and non–gravitational
forces are often considered simultaneously in the orbital integrations. The latter forces
are estimated empirically by making certain assumptions regarding the time evolution
and strength of the non–gravitational force, and by adjusting certain parameters until a
good fit to astrometric measurements from previous apparitions is obtained. At least two
different formalisms are used in such work.

The most commonly used formalism was described by Marsden et al. (1973). Here it
is assumed that the acceleration due to non–gravitational forces is given by

āNGF = {ar, at, an} = {A1g(rh), A2g(rh), A3g(rh)}, (6.1)

where ar is the radial acceleration component (directed along the radius vector), at is the
transverse acceleration component (perpendicular to ar, and inside the orbital plane, di-
rected in the sense of orbital motion of the comet), and an is the normal acceleration com-
ponent (perpendicular to the orbital plane). The time–dependence of the non–gravitational
acceleration is given by an activation law,

g(rh) = 0.1113

(

rh

2.808 [AU]

)−2.15 













1 +

(

rh

2.808 [AU]

)5.093












−4.6142

, (6.2)
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which is normalised to unity at rh = 1 AU. The magnitudes of the acceleration compo-
nents at 1 AU are therefore given by the three parameters {A1, A2, A3}, normally measured
in units of 10−8 AU day−2. It is these three parameters that are estimated from previous
astrometric measurements. However, it is rarely possible to estimate A3 at all, and the
error in A1 is often high. Often, only the A2 term can be estimated with some accuracy.

One problem with the Marsden formalism is that the activation law is assumed to
be symmetric around perihelion. However, many comets have a pronounced perihelion
asymmetry in terms of the visible light curve (and in estimated water production rates),
and this is probably true also for āNGF. Another formalism has therefore been suggested
by Yeomans and Chodas (1989), where a fourth parameter DT is introduced, such that
the activation law is evaluated as g(rh(t − DT )) instead of g(rh(t)). In this way, the non–
gravitational acceleration peaks either before (DT < 0) or after (DT > 0) perihelion, and
a perihelion asymmetry is produced.

Once the non–gravitational parameters {A1, A2, A3} and possibly DT have been esti-
mated empirically, it is possible to use so–called Gauss equations (e.g., Sekanina 1993)
to calculate the corresponding secular modifications of the orbital elements due to non–
gravitational acceleration. For example, the modification of the time of perihelion is
calculated as

∆P = 6π
√

1 − e2

n2

(

e
q(1 + e)

∫ P

0
ar sin ν dt +

∫ P

0

at

rh
dt

)

, (6.3)

where e is the eccentricity, n [day−1] is the mean motion, q [AU] is the perihelion distance,
P [day] is the orbital period, and ν is the true anomaly. If ∆P < 0 this is called a perihelion
advance, and if ∆P > 0 this is called a perihelion delay. The secular change in the
argument of perihelion (i.e., the angle between the ascending node and the perihelion,
measured counterclockwise with respect to the north pole of the orbit) is given by

∆ω = −∆Ω cos i

+

√

q(1 + e)

ke

(

1
e

∫ P

0
ar

(

1 − q(1 + e)
rh

)

dt +
∫ P

0
at

(

1 +
rh

q(1 + e)

)

sin ν dt

)

,

(6.4)

where i is the inclination, and k is the Gaussian gravitational constant. The secular change
in the longitude of the ascending node (i.e., the angle between the vernal equinox and the
ascending node, measured eastward in the ecliptic plane) is given by

∆Ω =
1

k
√

q(1 + e) sin i

∫ P

0
anrh sin(ω + ν) dt. (6.5)

In a sense, parameters like ∆P, ∆ω, and ∆Ω, are more physically reliable than the
parameters {A1, A2, A3, DT } in themselves. The real time–dependent acceleration vector
may perhaps differ substantially from the theoretical vector ā NGF in its detailed behaviour,
but when integrated over sufficiently long periods of time (as in Eqs. (6.3)–(6.5)), both
the real and the theoretical acceleration vectors must produce rather similar results (other-
wise it is difficult to explain the small average residuals between astrometric observations
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and calculated ephemerides, when non–gravitational corrections are applied). The fact
that rather different expressions for āNGF(t) can give rise to the same changes in the or-
bital elements, can be illustrated with Comet 19P/Borrelly, which is studied in Paper VI
(see Chapter 7.5). With the Marsden formalism, it was estimated that A1 = 0.12 and
A2 = −0.0376 for this comet (Nakano, IAUC 31664), while the Yeomans–Chodas for-
malism yields A1 = 0.189, A2 = −0.0062, A3 = 0.053, DT = −50 (Chesley, private com-
munication). Hence, the detailed behaviour of ā NGF(t) according to the two formalisms
differ substantially, but when integrated according to Eq. (6.3), very consistent values for
∆P are obtained (−0.052 days for the Marsden law, and −0.053 days for the Yeomans–
Chodas law). In addition, both methods yield low mean residuals with respect to the
observed orbit (1′′.0 for Nakano’s fit based on 605 positions, and 0′′.5 for Chesley’s fit
which was based on 1690 positions). Therefore, it is rather safe to say that Borrelly has a
perihelion advance of about 75 minutes per orbital revolution, regardless of the simplicity
of Eq. (6.2).

Equation (6.3) is important since it provides a possibility for estimation of the mass
of a comet. This is done by trying to calculate the non–gravitational force as accurately
as possible,

F̄NGF = {Fr, Ft, Fn}, (6.6)

which then is inserted in Eq. (6.3) along with the empirically estimated ∆P, remembering
that F̄NGF = MāNGF. The difficult thing is of course to calculate F̄NGF(t) with sufficiently
high accuracy. The first problem concerns the evaluation of local normal forces on a
surface unit element, given a certain history of solar flux illumination. One of the main
purposes of Paper V is to make such calculations as accurately as possible, by calculating
the normal force on the surface of sublimating porous ice/dust mixtures, taking a sophisti-
cated model of the Knudsen layer into account. The second problem is to have sufficiently
good knowledge about the nucleus size, the nucleus shape, the distribution of activity on
its surface, the spin axis orientation and the rotational period, in order to calculate (as
accurately as possible) the global net force on the nucleus, as function of time. The only
two comets for which that kind of detailed information is available at the moment, are
1P/Halley and 19P/Borrelly, due to in situ investigations by spacecraft.
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Chapter 7

Summary of Papers

Dear Sir or Madam will you read my book?
It took me years to write, will you take a look?

John Lennon (1940–1980) and Paul McCartney
from Paperback Writer

7.1 Paper I and II

These papers provide a new set of expressions for the Roche distance (i.e., the distance
from a planet or the Sun where a small body disrupts due to tidal forces), by considering
the balance between tidal forces (disruptive and compressive), self gravity, centrifugal
forces and material strength. For spherical bodies, both tensile and shear fracture are con-
sidered, and the spin axis of the body can be arbitrarily oriented in space. For biaxial
ellipsoids, only tensile fracture is considered, and the spin axis is assumed to be perpen-
dicular to the line between the body and the massive perturber. Furthermore, the critical
breakup period for spherical or spheroidal bodies is calculated by considering the balance
between self gravity, centrifugal forces, and material strength. The expressions for Roche
distances and critical periods are summarised below.

Spheres

Consider a spherical body with radius R, density ρ, tensile strength Tm, and rotational
period P, which has a spin axis that makes an angle ζs with the direction vector of a
perturber (as seen from the smaller body) of mass MP. Then the distance for a tensile split
(i.e., the two fragments are separating from each other in a direction that is perpendicular
to the fracture plane) is given by

∆TS =













1
4GMP(3 cos2 |ϕ − ζs| − 1)

1
3πGρ + Tm/ρR2 − (π sin ϕ/P)2













1/3

, (7.1)
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where G is the gravitational constant, and ϕ is the angle between the spin vector and the
fracture plane normal. For rapidly rotating bodies, the angle ϕ must be calculated by
solving the equation

3
(

sin2 ϕ − a
b

)

sin 2|ϕ − ζs| + (3 cos2 |ϕ − ζs| − 1) sin 2ϕ = 0, (7.2)

where


































a =
1
3
πGρ +

Tm

ρR2

b =
(

π

P

)2

.

(7.3)

For slowly rotating bodies, it is sufficient to assume ϕ ≈ ζs. Regardless of the spin rate,
the fracture plane always passes through the centre of the body, and the plane normal lies
in the plane defined by the spin axis and the perturber.

Shear failure means that the body is cracked by forces acting along the failure plane,
but the body may still hold together due to self gravity. The shear failure distance is given
by

∆SF =













3
8GMP sin 2θf

S m/ρR2 − π2 sin 2(ζs − θf)/2P2













1/3

, (7.4)

where S m is the shear strength. The angle θf between the fracture plane normal and the
direction to the perturber is given by

θf =
1
2

arccos

(

π2ρR2 sin 2ζs

2S mP2

)

. (7.5)

If the body is a slow rotator, then θf ≈ 45◦.
If the rotation is sufficiently slow, and if S m = Tm is assumed to hold, some general

rules can be formulated for the splitting behaviour of spherical bodies. A tensile split is
only certain if the size of the body is smaller than a critical value,

R <

√

Tm

πGρ2 − ρ(π/P)2
. (7.6)

For example, if ρ = 300 kg m−3, Tm ≈ 0.88ρ, and P = 10 h, the critical size is about
4.0 km. If the body is larger than this, the splitting behaviour becomes more complicated.
Within a certain size range given by

√

Tm

πGρ2 − 2ρ(π/P)2
< R <

√

S m

0.445Gρ2
, (7.7)

it is guaranteed that the body will shear fracture, and immediately shear split (i.e., self
gravity is too small to hold the fragments together). For the example above (still assuming
S m = Tm), this means that bodies of size 4.3–9.9 km will shear split with certainty if they
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get close enough to the perturber. In the size interval 4.0–4.3 km, the outcome is fully
dependent on the spin axis orientation, and Eqs. (7.1) and (7.4) must be compared with
each other for each individual case. If the body is larger than 9.9 km it will crack at a
distance given by Eq. (7.4), but the shear split is prevented until the body gets within a
distance of

∆SS =













3
8GMP sin 2θf

0.445Gρ − π2 sin 2(ζs − θf)/2P2













1/3

. (7.8)

The critical rotational period for which a sphere in free space disrupts due to tensile
stress is given by

PT =
π

√

1
3πGρ + Tm/ρR2

, (7.9)

while the critical period for shear fracture is given by

PSF = πR

√

ρ

2S m
. (7.10)

A shear fractured body can stay intact due to self gravity, but if the spin period decrease
further, the body splits at the period

PSS =

√

π3

2.8Gρ
. (7.11)

Figure 7.1 shows that bodies with R < 6.5 km split due to tensile stress if spun up so
that P = PT. For bodies in the range 6.5 ≤ R ≤ 9.9 km, Eq. (7.10) controls the critical
period (the shear fracture is immediately followed by a shear split). However, for bodies
larger than 9.9 km there is a window for objects with periods between PSS and PSF –
they are severely fractured but are still held together by self gravity. Comets C/1995 O1
(Hale–Bopp) and 95P/Chiron probably belong to this class of objects.

Biaxial ellipsoids

The Roche distances for oblate and prolate bodies are given by

∆oblate =
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1
4GρA( f ) + Tm/ρR2

o − (π/P)2













1/3

(7.12)

∆prolate =















1
2GMP

1
4GρE( f ) + Tm/ρR2

p f 2 − (π/P)2















1/3

, (7.13)

where Ro is the length of the semimajor axis of the oblate body, Rp is the length of the
semiminor axis of the prolate body, f is the axis ratio ( f < 1 for oblate ellipsoids, and
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Figure 7.1: Equations (7.9)–(7.11) drawn in a R–Pcrit diagram, assuming ρ = 300 kg m−3

and Tm = S m = 0.88ρ. No objects are found in the “forbidden region” since the centrifu-
gal forces are too strong. In the “allowed region”, the self gravity and material forces are
strong enough to keep the body intact. In the “damaged region”, objects are spinning so
fast that rotation–induced shear forces have cracked the bodies. However, the self gravity
is strong enough to prevent a split.

f > 1 for prolate ellipsoids), and the functionsA( f ) and E( f ) are given by
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(7.14)

A comparison between Eqs. (7.1), (7.12) and Eq. (7.13), shows that equal–mass ob-
jects with the same density, rotational period, and tensile strength, but different shapes,
split at rather different distances from a perturber. A sphere is the most stable configura-
tion, while prolate bodies are the least stable.

The critical rotational periods for oblate and prolate ellipsoids are given by

Poblate =
π

√

1
4GρA( f ) + Tm/ρR2

o

, (7.15)

Pprolate =
π

√

1
4GρE( f ) + Tm/ρR2

p f 2
. (7.16)

Since the nucleus size, shape (generally prolate) and spin period have been estimated
for a number of comets (14 estimates are considered in Paper II), Eq. (7.16) can be
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used to place lower limits on the density of the nuclei, ρmin (by assuming zero strength,
which is relevant if the bodies are loosely bound rubble piles). In some cases, ρmin is
trivial (since the objects do not rotate close enough to their critical breakup periods),
but in seven cases ρmin ≥ 200 kg m−3 is obtained. The highest values are obtained for
Comet 31P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 2 (ρmin = 530 kg m−3) and Comet 6P/d’Arrest
(ρmin = 440 kg m−3). Should the real density in fact be lower than ρmin (cometary den-
sities as low as 100 kg m−3 have been suggested on a theoretical basis), then the body
requires some tensile strength in order to stay intact. This minimum strength Tmin can
be calculated by using Eq. (7.16), now assuming densities below ρmin. For example, if
Comet 31P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 2 only has a density of ρ = 300 kg m−3, it needs a
tensile strength of Tmin ≈ 50 Pa in order to stay intact.

7.2 Paper III

In this paper, the following optical characteristics are calculated for various porous, gran-
ular ice/dust mixtures: the synthetic reflectance spectrum (in the 0.2 ≤ λ ≤ 2.0 µm
wavelength region), photometric UBVRI colours in the Johnson–Kron–Cousins system,
the visual geometric albedo, the wavelength–integrated directional–hemispherical (plane)
albedo, and the flux attenuation profile inside the medium.

The considered media are built by using six basic types of optically effective particles,
which briefly are described below and are shown in Fig. 7.2. For each grain type, a
“standard grain” and a few variations are considered.

Figure 7.2: Schematic drawings of the core–mantle grains (A–C), the dense clusters (D
and E), and the large irregular grains with internal scatterers (F ).

GrainA: The standard grain has a silicate core of radius 0.07 µm and a mantle of organic
refractories (the mass ratio is Morg/Msil = 0.95 and the outer radius is 0.098 µm). Variants:
half–sized and double–sized grains, and grains with Morg/Msil = 0.5 or 2.

Grain B: A standard A grain covered by a crust of pure ice, resulting in a total radius of
0.162 µm. Variants: half–sized and double–sized grains.
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Grain C: A standard A grain covered by a crust of “dirty” ice, resulting in a total radius
of 0.157 µm. Variants: half–sized and double–sized grains.

Grain D: Densely packed cluster of 57 standard A grains, confined within a 0.49 µm
radius. Variant: densely packed cluster containing half–sizedA grains.

Grain E: Densely packed cluster of 57 standard B grains, confined within a 0.81 µm
radius. Variant: densely packed cluster containing standard C grains.

Grain F : Large (100 µm, 1 mm, or 1 cm) irregular grains of pure water ice, containing
impurities (23% by volume) in the form of standardA grains. Variant: dirty ice as matrix
material.

The following materials are used in order to specify the refractive indices.

Silicate: A mixture of 70% amorphous pyroxene (MgSiO3) and 30% amorphous olivine
(MgFeSiO4), by mass.

Organic refractories: Laboratory mixtures of H2O, CO, CH4, and NH3 which have been
photoprocessed by ultraviolet radiation.

Pure ice: Ordinary, clear water ice.

Dirty ice: A mixture of 68% water ice, 22% ammonia ice, and 10% amorphous carbon
(by volume).

As explained in Chapter 4, Mie theory, the DDA, and Hapke theory are used to cal-
culate wavelength–dependent volume single–scattering albedos and volume phase func-
tions for the considered media. These are inserted into the equation of radiative transfer
(Eq. (4.1)). The reflectance spectra, photometric colours, and geometric albedos are cal-
culated from the reflected intensity Iλ(Ω0,Ω, 0) for spherical bodies (covered by the par-
ticulate media), observed at opposition. The plane albedos and flux attenuation profiles
are calculated for normal incidence on a locally flat surface.

First, the calculated geometric albedos pV are intercompared for the different media.
The following conclusions are drawn.

1. Substantial variations in the Morg/Msil ratio only cause negligible changes in pV if
silicates and organics form core–mantle particles.

2. For homogeneous media consisting of core–mantle grains (i.e., no local grain concen-
trations in the material), particle size variations are only causing visible changes in pV if
the grains are small (<∼ 0.15 µm).

3. If the medium is lumpy with respect to the constituent core–mantle grains, the pV

dependence on size disappears even for small constituent grains.

4. The ice–free media made up of A grains or D clusters are substantially brighter than
the ice–rich F grain media. This shows that pV is a poor indicator of the ice content
(brighter surfaces are often believed to contain more ice than darker surfaces, which is
not necessarily true).
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When the synthetic reflectance spectra are intercompared, the following general con-
clusions can be made.

1. Spectra of homogeneously distributed (standard size) core–mantle grains are generally
neutral–to–blue.

2. The introduction of lumpiness in core–mantle particle media causes a significant red-
dening of the spectra, but does not alter the visual reflectance.

3. The standard B and F grain media contain exactly the same substances, the relative
abundances are identical, but they have very different reflectance spectra. This shows that
the geometrical arrangement of material is very important for the reflectance.

The synthetic reflectance spectra are also compared with low–resolution spectra of
real cometary nuclei. Furthermore, colour–albedo diagrams featuring both real comets
and synthetic bodies are constructed. In this comparison the following observations are
made.

1. The spectral slopes in the visual of, e.g., Comets 10P/Tempel 2, 28P/Neujmin 1, and
45P/Honda–Mrkos–Pajdušáková can in this study only be reproduced by media consisting
of large core–mantle grains (like double–sized C grains), or clusters of standard–size C
grains (i.e., E clusters).

2. The spectral slope of 95P/Chiron can be reproduced by media consisting of standard–
size C grains.

3. While most comets gather in the red/dark corner of colour–albedo diagrams, the syn-
thetic objects tend to have a blue/dark to red/bright stretch, thereby missing the main
swarm of comets (see Fig. 7.3). However, a few untypical comets like 107P/Wilson–
Harrington and 95P/Chiron, and the extinct comet candidate 3200 Phaeton are placed
deep in the swarm of synthetic objects.

4. Of the synthetic bodies, those covered by F grains come very close to the main swarm
of comets in a (B–V, pV) diagram, although the distance is somewhat larger in a (B–R,
pV) diagram like Fig. 7.3.

The flux attenuation profiles are here obtained by considering the irradiation source as
a T = 5770 K blackbody, and by calculating the wavelength–dependent sub–surface ra-
diation field (which then is integrated over wavelength in order to obtain the total energy
flux at a certain depth). The flux attenuation profiles for the small A–E grains deviate
substantially from exponential profiles, mainly due to the importance of multiple scatter-
ing inside the surface layer. For the larger F grain media, the importance of multiple
scattering is negligible, i.e., Beer’s law holds for normal incidence,

F(x) = e−x/ζ , (7.17)

where ζ is the e–folding scale (generally a function of the incidence angle).
The depth at which 99% attenuation has occurred (in terms of total energy carried by

solar radiation in the 0.2–2.0 µm range), varies substantially for the different media – from
6–45 µm for theA–E grain media, to 1.8 mm–18 cm for the F grain media.
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Figure 7.3: The reflection colour B–R versus the visual geometric albedo for observed
comets, an extinct comet candidate, and model bodies (A, squares; B, rings; C, diamonds;
D, down triangles; E, up triangles; F , pentagrams).

7.3 Paper IV

The solar flux attenuation profiles inside porous mixtures of ice and dust, which were
calculated in Paper III, are here applied in a thermophysical model, in order to system-
atically investigate the importance of layer absorption of solar energy. Thus, the SEAM
represented by Eqs. (3.1)–(3.5) is compared to the LEAM, in which solar insolation en-
ters as a source term in the heat transport equation, and not in the energy balance equation
(i.e., the upper Neumann boundary condition for the heat transfer equation).

In this investigation, various combinations of heliocentric distances (rh = 0.707, 1,
or 3 AU), conductivities (in terms of Hertz factors h = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1), e–folding
scales (i.e., a measure of the opacity, ζ = 3.9 · 10−2, 3.9 · 10−3, and 3.9 · 10−4 m), grain and
pore radii (rg = rp = 10−2, 10−3, or 10−4 m), and rotational periods (P = 5, 15, and 30 h)
are studied. The diagnostic tools in the comparison are the water gas production rate as
function of phase (an equatorial spot on a nucleus with its rotation axis perpendicular to
the orbital plane is considered), the time–integrated gas production rates for the day– and
night–sides, respectively, the maximum daily gas production rate and the rotational phase
angle for which it occurs, the maximum surface temperature, the maximum temperature
in the whole surface slab, and the depth at which it occurs.

Figure 7.4 shows some of the differences between a SEAM and a LEAM, regard-
ing the temperature inside the medium as function of depth, at four instants during the
cometary day. The two models predict very different temperature profiles inside the
medium, which may have a large effect on chemical differentiation, sintering and solidifi-
cation, pore widening, and other physical processes that take place in sublimating porous
media. In particular, the layer absorption of energy gives rise to a solid–state greenhouse
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Figure 7.4: Temperature profiles for two model nuclei (rh = 1 AU, h = 0.01, rp = rg =

1 cm, P = 15 h), at local midnight, sunrise, noon, and sunset. In the left panel, a Surface
Energy Absorption Model (SEAM) has been used, i.e., the solar radiation is absorbed
solely by the surface itself. To the right, a Layer Energy Absorption Model (LEAM)
is used, where solar radiation penetrates the material and is absorbed gradually (ζ =
3.9 · 10−2 m).

effect, i.e., the temperature maximum occurs below the surface in a LEAM, since energy
carried by optical radiation readily penetrates to some depth, whereas conductivity, con-
vection, and thermal radiation are inefficient in transporting the heat out from the region.
This also increases the size of the region in which diurnal temperature variations occur,
and generally raises the temperature in the whole surface slab (which can be seen, e.g.,
by comparing the temperatures at the bottom of the slab, located at 1.2 m below the sur-
face). For media consisting of cm–sized chunks of dusty ice, the following quantitative
conclusions can be draw.

1. The relative contributions to the gas production rate of the surface and the interior (via
pores and channel openings to the surface) differ substantially between the models. In
a SEAM, the surface and pores yield comparable contributions, but in a LEAM, the gas
production is almost solely due to pore outgassing.

2. For low–conductivity materials, the total day–side gas production is a factor 1.5–4.0
higher in a SEAM, compared to a LEAM. The difference is more pronounced if the object
is close to the Sun, and is not very sensitive to the rotational period. For high–conductivity
materials, the differences are somewhat smaller (a SEAM yields 1.9–2.7 times more gas
than the LEAM, if all combinations of rh and P are considered).
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3. For low–conductivity materials, the total night–side gas production is lower (by a factor
0.1–0.7) for a SEAM, compared to a LEAM. Here, the differences are less pronounced
when the model comet is close to the Sun. For high–conductivity materials, the SEAM
rates are closer to the LEAM rates (only a factor 0.6–0.9 smaller).

4. In a SEAM, the thermal lag angle is typically 5◦ at small heliocentric distances, but
grows to 10–35◦ at rh = 3 AU. In a LEAM the lag angle is a factor 2–3 larger, taking
values as high as 60◦ for fast rotators at large distances.

5. The maximum surface temperatures are substantially lower (by 40–60 K) in a LEAM
compared to a SEAM, especially close to the Sun.

6. The maximum slab temperature (all depths and instants of time considered) is remark-
ably alike for the two models (∼ 5 K difference) – hence a LEAM temperature peak is
shifted to a larger depth and closer to the evening terminator compared to the SEAM, but
has more or less the same absolute value.

7. The solid–state greenhouse temperature peak is located 5–12 cm below the surface.

When the pore and grain sizes are decreasing, the e–folding scale becomes smaller and
the medium absorbs radiation more efficiently. For example, when rg = rp = 100 µm, then
ζ equals 3.9 ·10−4 m and the solar flux intensity is reduced by an order of magnitude over a
distance of just 0.9 mm. In such cases, one could expect that there would be no differences
between a SEAM and a LEAM. However, the modelling shows that small greenhouse
peaks form also in such conditions, a few mm below the surface, and that the differences
in surface temperature can be substantial – for fast rotators with low conductivity the
maximum LEAM surface temperature is ∼ 19 K lower than the corresponding SEAM
temperature, at rh = 0.707 AU.

Due to the temperature differences, the integrated day–side gas production rates of
the two models differ by a factor 1.6–1.9 at 3 AU, and by a factor 2.2–4.5 at 0.707 AU,
depending on the rotational period and conductivity (i.e., a SEAM predicts higher rates
than a LEAM). An interesting feature of the night–side activity is that the LEAM produc-
tion rate shifts from being larger than the SEAM rate, to being substantially smaller (by
a factor <∼ 3), as the grain and pore sizes decrease from 1 cm to 100 µm. A decrease of
the grain size is generally followed by a decrease of the difference in thermal lag angles
between the models.

It is therefore shown that if realistic flux attenuation profiles are used in a thermo-
physical model, the calculated temperature and gas production rate deviate substantially
from the predictions made by a model in which a simplifying assumption has been made
regarding the absorption of the solar flux. This is not only true for idealised media of
pure ice, but also for mixtures containing substantial amounts of organics and silicates, as
long as they are porous. This may have important implications both for the interpretation
of observations, and for other types of modelling which rely heavily on thermophysical
models (i.e., hydrodynamical modelling of the coma, estimates of nucleus dust mantle
coverage, modelling of non–gravitational forces and nucleus mass estimates).
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7.4 Paper V

The purpose of this paper is to calculate certain gas kinetic properties at the surface of a
sublimating porous medium consisting of ice and dust, as functions of the surface tem-
perature and sub–surface temperature profile. Primarily, the surface gas density, surface
gas pressure (i.e., normal force), recondensing backflux, and cooling energy flux by dif-
fusely scattered coma molecules are of interest, due to their importance in thermophysical
models which attempt to treat the nucleus and the inner coma in parallel (as described in
Chapter 3). The problem solving strategy is to first calculate the kinetic properties of the
outflow (i.e., the transmission distribution function, TDF) by modelling Knudsen flow
inside the medium by a Monte Carlo technique, and then use the TDF as a source func-
tion in a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo model of the Knudsen layer, in which inelastic
intermolecular collisions are taken into account (as described in Chapter 5).

In the calculations, discrete surface temperatures between 130 ≤ Ts ≤ 230 K are
considered (the grid point spacing is 5 K in the 180 ≤ Ts ≤ 230 K range, and 10 K
in the remainder of the considered temperature interval). Linear temperature profiles
are considered, with the slope defined by ∆T = T15 − Ts, where T15 is the temperature
at a depth of 15 grain radii in the particulate medium. In order to cover both negative
and positive temperature profiles for a wide variety of conditions (both for SEAMs and
LEAMs), the range −60 ≤ ∆T ≤ 60 K is considered, with a 20 K grid point spacing. This
means that all kinetic quantities mentioned above are calculated for a grid in {Ts,∆T }
space which contains 112 grid points.

In the Monte Carlo model of the sublimating medium itself, a very large number of
test particles is considered (5 ·107–4.5 ·109 for each grid point model). However, it is only
the surface–reaching test particles (7.3 ·104–3.5 ·107 per grid point model) that contribute
to the TDF, which is binned into ∆V = 1 m s−1 bins in the 0 ≤ V ≤ 1500 m s−1 interval,
and ∆θ = 1◦ bins in the 0 ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ interval. Four major results are found regarding the
properties of the TDF, based on these simulations.

1. If the sublimating medium is isothermal (i.e., ∆T = 0 K), then the TDF is identical
to the Maxwellian transmission distribution function (MTDF), both in terms of the speed
and angular distributions. This means that sublimating porous ice behaves exactly as
the hypothetical control surface in a volume of Maxwellian gas, discussed in Chapter 5
(however, the absolute mass flux of sublimated molecules differ, since as(T ) ≤ 1 is used
here, and since the presence of quenching dust grains is taken into account).

2. If the interior is cooler than the surface (i.e., ∆T < 0 K), the outflow is less collimated
and the mean thermal velocity of the molecules is lower for the TDF compared to the
MTDF (evaluated for Ts). For the MTDF, θmax = 〈θ〉 = 45◦ is expected (i.e., the maximum
and average values of the angular distribution, respectively), but for the TDF, values as
high as θmax = 60◦ and 〈θ〉 = 51◦ are obtained. This is caused by an increasing importance
of the surface as the main contributer of coma molecules, as ∆T becomes very low. The
porous surface then behaves almost like a solid surface and, remembering Chapter 5,
the transmission angular distribution function is then similar to sin θ, which has θmax =

90◦ and 〈θ〉 = 57◦. Regarding the speed distribution, an effective temperature Teff can
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be defined for the medium, based on the most likely speed (i.e., the peak of the speed
distribution). It is then found that Teff − Ts generally is not lower than about −3 K.

3. If the interior is warmer than the surface (i.e., ∆T > 0 K), the outflow is more col-
limated and the mean thermal velocity is higher for the TDF, than for the MTDF. The
maximum and mean values of the angular distribution become as low as θmax = 21◦ and
〈θ〉 = 29◦ on the considered grid. The difference between the effective temperature and
the surface temperature can be as high as 29 K. The increase in collimation is due to a
substantial reduction of large–θ molecule ejections when the main sublimation takes place
at depths below one mean free path from the surface (the recondensation probability is
high for such molecules).

4. The probability for a molecule to reach the surface from a certain depth is obtained
from the Monte Carlo calculations. The numerical data can be approximated by a com-
pact analytical function of depth and surface temperature. In the new thermophysical
model, this function replaces the Clausing transmission probabilities used in Paper IV for
calculating the pore contribution to the gas production rate.

The interpolation tables obtained by applying the DSMC approach to the Knudsen
layer modelling are given explicitly in Paper V. Approximate analytical formulae on the
form
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are also given, which reproduce each interpolation table with reasonable accuracy. Here,
Mk

i j are coefficient matrices for the four (k = 1–4) quantities. This is done in order to
simplify and facilitate the inclusion of these results in thermophysical computer codes.

The results obtained regarding the surface number density ns, the surface pressure
ps, the recondensing backflux α, and the cooling flux Fc due to diffuse scattering, are
summarised below.

1. The ratio 2ns/nsat is equal to unity if a sublimating medium behaves exactly as a control
surface in a Maxwellian gas (neglecting backflux). From the simulations it is found that
the ratio varies by orders of magnitude over the considered grid, 0.1 <∼ 2ns/nsat

<∼ 700.
Values lower than unity occur due to the presence of quenching dust, and since as(T ) can
be substantially lower than unity. Values higher than unity occur for ∆T > 0 K, when
the warm interior makes the medium produce much more gas than a solid surface at the
temperature Ts (the temperature for which nsat is evaluated).

2. The ratio 2ps/psat is also expected to be unity for the hypothetical control surface
scenario. On the grid the values vary between 0.1 <∼ 2ps/psat

<∼ 1400, for the same reasons
as mentioned above.

3. If the calculated value of ns is used together with the surface temperature to calculate a
“scalar pressure equivalent” peq via the ideal gas law, it is found that 0.84 <∼ ps/peq

<∼ 2.05.
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This basically shows that the ideal gas law looses its validity in gases which are not
in thermodynamic equilibrium, and that there is a loss of equivalence between scalar
pressure and normal forces per unit area for such gases.

4. The recondensing backflux varies between 4 <∼ α <∼ 22% over the grid. Any devia-
tion from the total backflux αtot is caused by the condensation coefficient ac(T ), which
generally is lower than unity.

5. The total backflux varies between 5 <∼ αtot
<∼ 27%, i.e., it has a strong dependence on Ts

and ∆T . Generally, the low degree of collimation associated with a low ∆T is producing
a relatively high backflux. The high degree of collimation seen for high values of ∆T is
leading to a relatively low backflux. However, the strength of the ∆T–dependence varies
much with the surface temperature. The largest variation in αtot due to ∆T (5 <∼ αtot

<∼ 27%)
is found for Ts = 130 K. The smallest variation (17 <∼ αtot

<∼ 25%) is found at Ts ≈ 215 K.
This behaviour can be explained by carefully studying the temperature derivative of the
modified Hertz–Knudsen formula.

6. The cooling effect of diffusely scattered molecules is comparably small. At high tem-
peratures, it reaches about 40% of the cooling flux due to thermal reradiation. However,
both are dwarfed by the energy consumption by sublimation at such temperatures, there-
fore it is not necessary to correct the energy balance equation for this flux.

In order to demonstrate the practical usage of the interpolation tables for thermophys-
ical model calculations, and non–gravitational or torque calculations, a few examples
are considered. First, it is shown that SEAMs for which ρs = 0 or ρs = ρsat are used
in the boundary conditions for the gas diffusion equation, yield very different solutions
(as = ac = 1 and Hertz–Knudsen sublimation without backflux is assumed, in accordance
with most previous work in this field). For the case under consideration (rh = 1 AU,
P = 15 h, rp = rg = 1 mm, h = 0.01, and solving for an equatorial spot on a nucleus with
the rotational axis perpendicular to the orbital plane), the ρs = ρsat assumption yields a gas
production rate that is 2.2 times higher, a noon surface temperature that is 3 K higher, and
noon sub–surface temperatures that are up to 35 K higher, than if the ρs = 0 assumption
is used. By using the interpolation tables to evaluate ρs and the recondensing backflux,
and in addition using temperature–dependent sublimation and condensation coefficients,
a lower gas production rate (by a factor 1.2–2.6), a higher noon surface temperature (9–
12 K), and intermediate sub–surface noon temperatures are obtained, when comparing to
the simplified SEAM solutions.

For a LEAM, the differences are comparably small between the ρs = 0 and ρs = ρsat

models (still assuming α = 0, as = ac = 1 for such models). The surface temperatures
are almost identical, and a somewhat higher sub–surface temperature for the ρs = ρsat

model leads to a 30% difference in the gas production rate between the two models. If
the new model is applied, the surface temperature does not change much with respect to
the simplified models, the internal temperature becomes a few Kelvin warmer around the
greenhouse peak but lower in deeper regions, and the gas production is somewhat smaller
(by a factor 1.02–1.33) with respect to the simplified models. Hence, it is advisable to
apply the interpolation tables (and temperature–dependent sublimation and condensation
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coefficients) in order to obtain more accurate estimates of temperature profiles and gas
production rates, especially if a SEAM formalism is used.

Furthermore, the calculation of local normal forces acting on a sublimating surface
according to

Fl = ηZHK〈V〉, (7.19)

is compared to the force obtained by using the interpolation table for pressure calculated
in this paper. Here, it is important to realize that Eq. (7.19) not only is sensitive to the
applied value of η, but also to the method used in order to convert the local solar flux
into a temperature (which is used to evaluate ZHK and 〈V〉). The uncertainties in defining
the boundary conditions for the thermophysical model are therefore reflected also in the
force estimates – a factor ∼ 2 variation in Fl must be expected due to ρs uncertainties.
Generally, the normal force becomes lower when the interpolations tables are used for
SEAMs, compared with Eq. (7.19) when this equation is combined with simplified (ρs = 0
or ρsat) SEAMs. However, if LEAMs are intercompared, the new approach generally
predicts a stronger force than Eq. (7.19).

7.5 Paper VI

The thermophysical model which was developed in Papers III–V is here applied to Comet
19P/Borrelly in an attempt to calculate the nucleus density, by modelling its non–gravitational
forces. This comet is well suited for such an attempt, due to the comparably rich amount
of observational data available for the nucleus. The nucleus is highly non–spherical, mea-
suring approximately 8.8 × 3.6 km, and images taken by Deep Space 1 show that most of
the activity on the northern hemisphere is concentrated to the polar region, and to one of
the nucleus tips. Less is known about the southern hemisphere, but groundbased obser-
vations indicate that the activity there is substantially smaller. The spin period is close to
25 h, and the spin axis orientation has been estimated very consistently by many observers.
An approximate average orientation in equatorial coordinates is (α, δ) = (220◦,−10◦).

In the model, the nucleus of Borrelly is considered as a biaxial ellipsoid, with the di-
mensions obtained for the real body. The surface is divided into a large number (3538)
of triangular facets, and by applying the thermophysical model, the rotationally averaged
water production rate and normal force are calculated for each facet, for an orbital arc
covering the period 280 days pre–perihelion to 280 days post–perihelion (this is done for
all five spin axis orientations studied in the paper). The first problem is then to find suit-
able surface activity maps that have two properties – they should resemble the distribution
of (presumably) active areas on the real nucleus, as imaged by Deep Space 1, and the ob-
served water production rate must be reproduced. This is done by considering four basic
types of activity patterns.

Type A map: The activity is concentrated to the northern polar cap, and to one of the
nucleus tips. The activity probability decreases gradually with distance from these areas,
producing a uniform low–level activity in other areas.
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Figure 7.5: An “A type” activity map for Comet 19P/Borrelly (the northern and southern
hemispheres are shown in the upper and lower part of the diagram, respectively), obtained
by random generation of 104 trial maps and selection of the map which yields the smallest
residual with respect to the observed water production rate. In this case, the spin axis
orientation was (α, δ) = (220◦, −10◦).

Type B map: As type A, except that neither of the nucleus tips have an excess of activity
compared to other parts of the nucleus at similar latitudes. Both hemispheres are active.

Type C map: As B, except that the southern hemisphere lack active areas.

Type D map: As C, except that the activity of the northern hemisphere is concentrated to
a single extended area close to the north pole.

For each spin axis orientation and map type, a very large number of trial maps (103–
104) are generated, and the corresponding water production curves are calculated. The
trial map which, for a specific spin axis orientation, produces a theoretical gas production
curve which has the smallest residual with respect to the observed gas production curve
is selected. One example of such an activity map is seen in Fig. 7.5.

Once an activity pattern has been obtained for each of the 20 combinations of spin axis
orientation and map type, the non–gravitational force components {Fr, Ft, Fn} are calcu-
lated (i.e., only contributions from “active” surface facets are considered). Equation (6.3)
is then used together with the empirically estimated perihelion advance in order to cal-
culate a mass of the nucleus, or equivalently, a nucleus density. Once the mass estimate
has been obtained for each combination of map type and spin axis orientation, it is also
possible to calculate the values of ∆ω and ∆Ω as predicted by the model. A comparison
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between these predictions and the empirical estimates makes it possible to constrain the
original density range. The results from the study are summarised below.

1. The active area fraction of the northern hemisphere is constrained to the range 15 ≤
fN ≤ 23% in the present model. With a southern active area fraction of fS ≤ 13%, the
total active area fraction of the nucleus becomes 8 ≤ ftot ≤ 18%.

2. For a given spin axis orientation, the sequence A→D leads to gradually higher mass
estimates. This is caused by systematic changes in the radial and transverse force compo-
nents due to the gradual concentration of activity to the northern polar cap.

3. The density estimate is rather sensitive to the assumed value of the spin axis orientation.
It is shown that this is intimately connected with the point in time when the summer
solstice for the northern hemisphere occurs.

4. Considering all combinations of spin axis orientations and surface activity maps, the
estimated nucleus density is 100 ≤ ρ ≤ 300 kg m−3.

5. The empirically estimated secular change in the argument of perihelion is −2.5 ≤
∆ω ≤ −2.1′′. The total range predicted by the model is −8.7 ≤ ∆ω ≤ −2.7′′, depending
on the assumed spin axis orientation and surface activity map. By selecting the spin axis
orientation with the best ∆ω reproduction, (α, δ) = (210◦, −10◦), for which −3.7 ≤ ∆ω ≤
−2.7′′, it is possible to refine the density range to 180 ≤ ρ ≤ 300 kg m−3.

6. For the (α, δ) = (210◦, −10◦) orientation, the predicted secular change of the longitude
of the ascending node is −0.94 ≤ ∆Ω ≤ −0.44′′. This can be compared with the empirical
estimate, −0.71 ≤ ∆Ω ≤ −0.57′′, i.e., the model makes a decent reproduction of ∆Ω.
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Chapter 8

Future Work

Ecquis erit modus?
Novis usque semper indigebimus theoriis?

Giordano Bruno (1548–1600)
from La Cena de le Ceneri

[Does it never end?
Do we really need new theories all the time?]

There is a number of problems in cometary science, which I would like to pursue in the
future. They are listed below, without any particular order of importance.

? Improving the theoretical treatment of various microphysical processes related to ther-
mophysical modelling. For example, the standard expressions for the mass flux rate and
the volume mass production rate in porous ice/dust mixtures are based on rather artificial
assumptions, and need to be revised.

? The most serious simplification made in Paper V is that dust is not considered in the
outflow. Questions related to dust drag and heat exchange between dust and gas in non–
equilibrium environments are therefore very important to study.

? Throughout this thesis, crystalline water ice has been assumed to be the only volatile
component. A natural extension of the thermophysical model is to consider mixtures of
volatiles, primarily H2O, CO, and CO2.

? Cross–checking and verification of theoretical models versus laboratory experiments
on comet analogue materials. This includes both optical and thermal properties.

? A continued effort to treat the macroscopic properties of cometary nuclei more realisti-
cally, e.g., regarding nucleus shapes (including surface irregularities) and spin states. For
example, to insist on using spherical nuclei in thermophysical models is probably very
risky in the long run, since it may lead to physical misinterpretations when observations
are interpreted.
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? Use powerful telescopes (e.g., the VLT) to observe cometary nuclei at very large he-
liocentric distances, in order to obtain the nuclear size, shape, spin period, albedo, photo-
metric colours, and the reflectance spectrum.

? Study inverse problems, i.e., given the observational properties of a comet, what phys-
ical information concerning the nucleus can be extracted? One example is the analysis of
reflectance spectra in order to obtain the surface composition and other properties of the
surface material. Another example is the usage of thermophysical models to extract infor-
mation about nuclear properties (size, density, and perhaps shape, spin state, and activity
fraction) from gas production curves and non–gravitational orbit modifications.
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